


Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library 
cases, UWE, Bristol, UK

Frans Baake - NO WHERE – NOW HERE
Thursday 1st November - Saturday 1st December 2018

A BOY’S DREAM
In 1971, when I was 12 years old and lived in Stad-Delden, 
The Netherlands, the world reached only as far as the 
nearest town of Hengelo. In my childhood I was keenly 
interested in islands; at an early age I was already aware that 
there could be such remote places. There was simply no 
way of actually visiting them, the knowledge itself of their 
existence had to suffice. 

In the weekly magazine KIJK, I read an article about a 
volcanic eruption on the far-away island of Tristan da 
Cunha in 1961 with the evacuation of the entire population, 
and also about their return two years later. I couldn’t get 
this story out of my head. For many years my love of islands 
loitered in the background. It only really took off in 1983 
when I first set foot on the Faroe Islands; barren, misty, tree-
less and lots of rain - an ideal setting for the visual language 
that I would later develop in my books and graphics. At that 
time, I had just finished Art School at the AKI in Enschede 
and was at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam. Throughout 
the years many more visits to remote islands took place, for 
instance the Aleutians, Falklands, St. Pierre & Miquelon, 
Greenland. Also, smaller nearby islands had and still 
have my interest. I sought shapes and forms that I could 
relate to in these isolated places, transforming them into a 
clear visual language. I used wood- and linocut, letterpress, 
collage, drawing and photography and gathered the pages 
into books and bound limited editions. I have presented 
these at fairs, events and exhibitions in The Netherlands 
and further afield. For many years I have worked together 
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with the gallerist, curator and dealer Johan Deumens who 
specialises in artists’ books and editions. Thanks to him the 
books have found their way to international museums and 
collections.

In the distance Tristan kept calling. If asked: ‘Which island 
would you most like to visit?’ I of course had a ready answer. 
From 1971, I began reading all about Tristan da Cunha. 
The dream of actually visiting the island stayed alive for 46 
years. In 2017, the wish was granted. Thanks to a Working 
Grant awarded by the Dutch Mondriaan Fund the journey 
could finally take place. https://www.mondriaanfonds.nl/en

THE ISLAND
Tristan is a volcanic island, an isolated speck of British 
territory situated in the middle of the Southern Atlantic 
Ocean. The distance to the nearest mainland is 
more than 2,800 kilometres. Its top reaches the sky at over 
2,000 metres. All 262 inhabitants live on a flat piece of land 
in the only settlement, which is called the Edinburgh of the 
Seven Seas. Isn’t that a wonderful name! They live off lobster 
fishing for export, growing potatoes and issuing their own 
stamps. Just seven surnames (Glass, Green, Swain, Rogers, 
Hagan, Lavarello and Repetto) show the international mix 
of its descendants. There is no airport; the island is far 
away from cruise routes and is visited by boat just a few 
times a year.  

MY CHANCE
At the end of March 2017, I boarded MV Plancius, a ship 
that sails under the Dutch flag and makes expedition cruises 
in the Arctic and Antarctic. Once a year the ship sails from 
the southern to the northern hemisphere and en-route visits 
some remote islands. The voyage takes 34 days and covers 
a total distance of more than 10,000 kilometres. With 45 
passengers from all over the world, and the same number 
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of crew, after two weeks sailing we anchored at Tristan da 
Cunha.The chance of reaching the island is only 65%. Often 
a landing is impossible because of unfavourable weather 
conditions. After our first landing attempt failed, we struck 
lucky. The waves splashed over the Zodiac dinghy, and on 
arrival we were welcomed by some locals. Together with 
Lok, a Chicago-based engineer, I walked all over the island. 
We had the whole day to explore: the crater at the top of the 
volcanic eruption of 1961, the village and the potato patches 
four kilometres beyond. At the end of the day we were given 
a personal tour of the lobster factory. The question that 
arises of course is: What was the impact of this place on 
me after so many years of dreaming? Of course, the feeling 
was euphoric: Me! Here! Now! There was also the urge to 
capture all the images I wanted. Chatting companionably, 
we walked along all the places that I had already known for 
such a long time and at the same time didn’t know at all. We 
talked with the locals, who were happy to meet some people 
from the outside world. I realised there is a huge difference 
between experiencing from a distance and taking part in 
reality. In conclusion, it was what it was, and that really 
was quite something. People live all over the world, but 
on this island they all live in just one village. For them the 
difference is that it is a week’s sailing if they want to get in 
contact with the rest of the world. They don’t feel lonely, as 
far as I can tell. That’s just an outsider’s view. 

NO WHERE – NOW HERE
The book I made based on this trip is entitled ‘No where – 
now here’ and in fact is not ‘about’ the island. Above all it 
aims to give an impression of my own journey: the desire 
to go once, to an island beyond the horizon, a ‘destination 

of the mind’ and finally, to set foot on that island: there, 
once and for all time! Between the initial desire and actually 
going 46 years passed: a considerable length of human life, 
in which all those things that you might expect to happen 
over such a long time, have happened. The island waited 
patiently, and now the journey has been made. From time to 
time I stare at the large IKEA wall-map and look at the tiny 
dot in the infinity of the ocean and think: ‘Now I know!’

Bower Ashton Library, UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road
Bristol BS3 2JT, UK. 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions/
http://www.fransbaake.nl

Correlations between independent publishing and artists 
book practice
A documented collection of books with essays by 
S Bodman, M Crawford and T Mosely
Exhibition at Bower Ashton Library 
Until 24th November 2018
The recently established art book fairs at Sydney’s Artspace 
and Melbourne’s National Gallery of Victoria have placed 
the Australian context of artists book practice under a 
new scrutiny, one that challenges both the ‘fine art’ and 
‘independent publishers’ positions in the field. What these 
fairs have made particularly evident within contemporary 
independent publishing practices is a highly intuitive 
engagement with printing that designers are pursuing in 
counterpoint to the tight space of commercial publishing. 

Within an Australian context, where the artists books 
brisbane events (abbe) have been held and from which this 
project developed, artists books are commonly associated 
with fine arts practice and the aesthetics of autographic 
printmaking. The striated machine aesthetic of printed 
matter from the design, printing, and publishing industries 
are far less prevalent. This point was highlighted by Dr Amir 
Brito Cadôr during his keynote lecture at the State Library 
of Queensland’s 2015 Siganto Foundation Artists Book 
Seminar. Professor of Graphic Arts at the Federal University 
of Minas Gerais, Brazil, Cadôr made this observation in 
contrast to the Brazilian context of artists books, which 
are generally produced within the machine aesthetic of the 
commercial printing industry. He nominated the scarcity 
of accessible printmaking studios in Brazil as a significant 
reason for this quality. The evident flurry of art book fairs 

Memorandum (detail), Ana Paula Estrada (Siganto Foundation 
Creative Fellow), 2016
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across the globe that pull together diverse creative book 
practices raises the following question.

To what degree does independent publishing’s engagement 
with the field of artists books shape creative practice within 
the field, and inform the emerging critical discourse on it? 

This project, shaped by that question, advances critical 
discourse in the field both through collecting and writing 
by the collaborators; Sarah Bodman, Marian Crawford, 
and Tim Mosely.  

Supported by the Griffith Centre for Creative Arts Research, 
it has generated a small collection of 30 books that identifies 
intersections between independent publishing and artists 
book practices, and places both within the framework 
of print culture. Initially shown in the ... & So exhibition 
as part of abbe 2017 at Griffith University’s Queensland 
College of Art Library, the collection’s first showing was on 
a round table, a strategy intended to undermine any implied 
or interpreted hierarchies within the collection. 

Bower Ashton Library, UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road
Bristol BS3 2JT, UK. 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions/
www.dc3p.com/events/2017/5/8/correlations

Auld Acquaintances 
Celebrating the Robert Burns Fellowship 
de Beer gallery, University of Otago, New Zealand
Until 7th December 2018 

‘…for it is only through imaginative thinking that society 
grows, materially and intellectually…’
Charles Brasch, ‘Notes’. Landfall, March, 1959 
        
From Jurgen Wegner: This year, 2018, is the 60th 
anniversary of the establishment of the Robert Burns 
Fellowship at the University of Otago. It is the oldest and 
most prestigious literary art award in New Zealand. 
There is some mystery surrounding the people who helped 
set it up, but Dunedin’s own Charles Brasch certainly had a 
hand in it; it is thus fitting that many of the books on 

display come from his own collection, which is housed in 
Special Collections.

The Robert Burns Fellowship was established as a way to 
foster nascent or already established New Zealand writing 
talent. Poets, novelists, short story writers, historians, 
scriptwriters, playwrights, essayists – no genre is excluded. 
Many of New Zealand’s most well-known writers have been 
Robert Burns Fellows – Maurice Gee, Janet Frame, James 
K. Baxter, Hone Tuwhare, Witi Ihimaera, Roger Hall, Cilla 
McQueen, Michael King, Laurence Fearnley… 
the list goes on.

All of the Robert Burns Fellows will feature in the 
exhibition. Many of them have written their own paragraphs 
on how the Fellowship has impacted their lives, making 
the exhibition a very personal one. In addition and where 
possible, the publication that resulted from the Fellow’s 
tenure is on display. From the novelist Ian Cross – first ever 
Fellow in 1959 – to the Robert Burns Fellow in 2018, poet 
Rhian Gallagher, this exhibition is a piece of New Zealand’s 
literary history that everyone needs to see.

de Beer gallery, Special Collections, University of Otago
65 Albany St, Dunedin 9054, New Zealand.
https://www.otago.ac.nz/library/SpecialCollections/
exhibitions.html

Sarah Bodman - Read To Me
Winchester School of Art Library, UK
15th November - 20th December 2018
Read To Me is an artist’s book, produced after an experiment 
in collaboration with a psychometric reader, to transmit the 
emotional content of selected narratives through a series of 
physical objects. Ten objects were selected to read chapters 
of novels, or short stories to. They were then posted to the 
reader who relayed their messages back to the artist. 

The idea for this experiment was initially inspired during a 
residency at Visual Studies Workshop (VSW) in Rochester 
NY, USA in 2002. My fascination with psychic reading was 
piqued during the month spent at VSW. It was there that I 
read about the history of the Fox Sisters, who launched their 
careers as spirit mediums on 14th November 1849, at the 
Corinthian Hall in Rochester. As I sat at the table reading 
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in the library and archive at VSW, I imagined that the Fox 
Sisters would have been at a similar table in a similar large 
mansion house over 150 years ago, thrilling their audiences 
with their tales and spirit encounters.

Read To Me is now touring with an exhibition of the artist’s 
book and a selection of the original objects read from/to.
Venues to date include Visual Studies Workshop, NY; 
Winchester School of Art Library, UK; John M. Flaxman 
Library at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago, and 
the Collins Memorial Library at the University of Puget 
Sound, Tacoma, USA. Produced at the London Centre for 
Book Arts, 2018, four-colour risograph print with Esther 
McManus. Edition of 100, July 2018, 20 pages, 105 x 148 
mm. £10 including p&p.

Winchester School of Art Library 
Park Avenue, Winchester SO23 8DL, UK.
Read more about the project at: 
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/readtome/

Art of the Book 2018
University of the Fraser Valley, Abbotsford, British 
Columbia, Canada
Until 7th December2018

Art of the Book 2018, an exhibition of work by members 
of the Canadian Bookbinders and Book Artists Guild 
(CBBAG), opened in Victoria, British Columbia on 11th 
August 2018 and will travel for two years across Canada 
ending in Newfoundland.

150 entries from ten countries were juried by Betsy Palmer 
Eldridge, Jan Elsted, Lang Ingalls and Susan Warner-Keene. 
They selected sixty-seven works representing nine book 
arts categories. 

Among 10 awards selected by the jury, The Best Overall 
Entry was a fine binding by Dawn Skinner. Marlene 
MacCallum won the AbeBooks.com Artists’ Book award.
See the website for venues and dates, award winners, online 
gallery of entries seen by the jurors, and information for 
purchasing the full-colour print catalogue:
http://artofthebook18.ca

Martha Wilson - Staging the Journals
Until 9th November 2018
mfc-michèle didier, Paris, France
American feminist performance artist, Martha Wilson is 
best known as founder and director of Franklin Furnace 
Archives, which she founded in New York in 1976. The 
organisation is now considered a main historical reference 
for performance art and artists’ books. To celebrate its 40th 
anniversary, it was the subject of a major exhibition at the 
MoMA, New York, in 2016 (Back in Time with Time-Based 
Works: Artists’ Books at Franklin Furnace, 1976–1980).
 
Following the recent exhibition at the Kunstraum, Vienna 
(The Two Halves of Martha Wilson’s Brain), mfc-michèle 
didier is honoured to reveal Martha Wilson’s work for the 
first time in France, and contribute to her recognition as a 
real pioneer in using performance as an artistic medium 
in itself.  The exhibition will gather an exceptional set of 
photographs and videos, allowing to (re)discover a complex, 
subversive and committed work.

mfc-michèle didier
66, rue Nôtre-Dame de Nazareth, F-75003, Paris, France.
Tues - Saturday 12-7pm. http://www.micheledidier.com
Subway: République, Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et 
Métiers.

Marlene MacCallum, Shadow – Canto One: Still Life

Dawn Skinner, The Ballad of Reading Gaol
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Exhibitions at The Center for Book Arts, New York:

Inside/Out: Family, Memory, Loss, Displacement 
Until 15th December 2018
Group Show, organised by Carol Naggar, poet, artist, 
curator, educator, and photography historian, and 
co-founder and Special Projects Editor of Pixelpress.

Self-published photobooks first made their appearance in 
Europe right after World War II. At that time photographers 
mainly published in magazines, and the form of the 
photobook was still somewhat exotic, used infrequently 
by photographers.

This exhibition features twenty-six self-published 
photobooks, varying in sizes and aspect, usually printed 
in small editions. Their form varies from the classic, 
traditionally printed book to the zine, the folio, the leporello 
book, the panoramic shape, the I-phone… The range of 
media also varies from gelatin prints to C-prints, collotype, 
inkjet and Xerox.

The chosen books illustrate very personal subjects such as 
family, memory, loss and identity as well as larger topics 
such as immigration and exile. A few are historical and 
most contemporary. They originate from fifteen countries: 
Azerbaijan, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
Italy, Japan, Great Britain, Mexico, The Philippines, Russia, 
Sweden, Switzerland, the United States and Vietnam.
Artists include: Olivia Arthur, Barbara Bash, Doug Beube, 
Werner Bischof, Julia Borissova, Machiel Botman, Giovanni 
del Brenna, Chien Chi Chang, Tina Enghoff, Claire Fouquet 
and Patty Smith, Lee Friedlander, Hiroshi Hamaya, Simone 
Huang, Ilkin Huseynov, Fumiko Imano, Miho Kajioka, 
Anselm Kiefer, Kent Klich, Anouk Kruithof, Editha Mesina, 
Susan Meiselas, Cristina De Middel, Kazuma Obara, Sophie 
Ristelhueber, Alec Soth, Jordan Sullivan and Ksenia Yurkova

Monica Ong: Celestial Bodies
Until 15th December 2018
Solo Show, organised by Alexander Campos, Executive 
Director & Curator of the Center for Book Arts.

Monica Ong is a visual artist and poet whose hybrid image-
poems juxtapose diagram and diary, bearing witness to 
silenced histories of the body. She completed her MFA in 
Digital Media at the Rhode Island School of Design and is 
also a Kundiman poetry fellow. Her debut collection Silent 
Anatomies, which was selected for the 2014 Kore Press 
First Book Award in poetry by Joy Harjo, was released in 
February 2015. Silent Anatomies is a collection of works 
that traverse the body’s terrain, examining the phenomena 

of cultural silences. Whether it is shame obscuring the 
female body, the social stigma shrouding certain illnesses, 
or the cryptic stories of her ancestors, Monica Ong 
interrogates the agency of the daughter, who must decide 
whether or not to speak out. What happens to stories that go 
underreported, un-translated, or are completely erased?

Presented as a series of art installations, these poems are as 
much visual journeys as they are lyrical haunts of medicine 
and memory. Pushing the boundaries of text and image, 
Ong employs a range of medical ephemera, from x-ray 
scans to anatomical drawings to an apothecary of cultural 
remedies. These works frame the power struggles and the 
illusion of indisputable fact as a way to carry all the fictions 
that make up our multi-cultural identities.

Artist Talk: Friday 2nd November 2018, 6:30pm

2018 Master Faculty Fellow: Sally Alatalo
Cultivating Book and Land 
Until 15th December 2018

Solo Show, organised by Alexander Campos, Executive 
Director & Curator of the Center for Book Arts.

Miho Kajioka, And Where Did the Peacocks Go?, 2018, 
Courtesy of the Artist

Monica Ong, Remedies: “Silent Treatment”, “Her Youth Asia”, 
2011. Courtesy of the Artist

Sally Alatalo, Surface Area. Courtesy of the Artist



Sally Alatalo’s practice coalesces around a habit of parsing 
the quotidian for all it’s worth, and percolates in the hybrid 
realms of language collage, visual poetry, artists’ books, 
unruly archives and performative events. Her current 
projects originate in the rehabilitation of an orchard and 
woodlands in rural SW Michigan as a site to investigate 
agri/horti/cultur/al practices, and where she is eager to 
bridge her interests in language and its dissemination 
with the discourses of rural economies. 

Alatalo has performed her texts at the Poetry Foundation 
and the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, Room 
Gallery in Rotterdam, The Poetry Society in London, and 
exhibited her work at museums, galleries and artist book 
fairs across the globe, including in New York, Los Angeles, 
London, Hamburg and Seoul. She is Professor and Chair of 
the Writing Program at the School of the Art Institute 
of Chicago.

Artist Talk: Friday 7th December 2018, 6:30pm

The Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th St, 3rd Flr, New York, NY 10001, USA.
http://centerforbookarts.org

Freud on the Couch: Psyche in the Book
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
Until 20th January 2019
Curated by Susanne Padberg, Galerie Druck & Buch, 
Vienna, Austria.

The science of psychoanalysis has always held a great 
fascination for artists – both as a medium for reflection 
and as an instrument for creating meaning. Indeed, Freud’s 
“cultural work” (per Thomas Mann) remains a popular 
subject for many contemporary artists. Similar to how 
images in dreams are visualisations of hidden thoughts, 
artistic creations probe the depths and meanings of our 
cultural self-perception, they portray the forces shaping not 
only the individual but also the collective unconscious. 

We are surrounded by the issues Freud named and analysed, 
and we are also moved by them. The artwork in this 
exhibition is based directly or indirectly on these concepts 
and theories or are closely associated to specific themes.
It is striking how many psychoanalytic concepts Freud 
discovered and named; they can be found as source material 
or catalysts in contemporary book art, such as: 

Wish – Dream – Ego – Id – Memory – The Unconscious – 
The Oedipus Complex – Fixation – multiple personalities 
– (Victorian repression of) sexuality – Libido – Death Drive 
— and so on.

In addition, the many techniques Freud developed, such 
as the use of free association, parapraxis, and his discovery 
of transference & countertransference are aspects in the 
analytic process as well as potent inspirations for artistic 
work. The works in this show are based specifically on these 
concepts and theories.

Artists include: Thorsten Baensch, Sarah Bryant, Crystal 
Cawley, Ken Campbell, Maureen Cummins, Anne Deguelle, 
Gerhild Ebel, Stefan Gunnesch, Karen Hanmer, Anna Helm, 
Susan Johanknecht, M. M. Lum, Jule Claudia Mahn, Patrizia 
Meinert, Simon + Christine Morris, Didier Mutel, Susanne 
Nickel, Yasutomo Ota, Waltraud Palme, Veronika Schäpers, 
Robbin Ami Silverberg, Herbert Stattler, Marian St. Laurent, 
Ines von Ketelhodt, Carola Willbrand, and Sam Winston.

Freud on the Couch is organised by Susanne Padberg of 
Vienna’s Galerie Druck & Buch, which is located next door 
to the famous Berggasse 19, the house where Freud founded 
psychoanalysis. The travelling exhibition comes to San 
Francisco Center for the Book from Minnesota Center for 
Book Arts and the Center for Book Arts in New York, where 
it made its U.S. debut. 

San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA. 
https://sfcb.org 

David Ferry: The Ruin of Picturesque Britain
Aberystwyth University School of Art Museum & 
Galleries, UK
Until 9th November 2018
Stephen Clarke is the author of the introductory text for an 
exhibition of David Ferry’s prints and artists’ books:

The Heritage Industry in Britain emerged in the 1980s. 
Although the term was new, the practice had a lengthier 
existence that stretched back to the late eighteenth century 
with the writings of the Reverend William Gilpin. 
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Detail of Anatomy of Insanity by Maureen Cummins

David Ferry, Ben Lui from Cononish from 
Cake Walking in Scotland, 2016
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Gilpin appealed to the middle-class leisured traveller to take 
pleasure from the picturesque; this appeal became the sales 
pitch of the travel agent to the modern tourist. Outdated 
picture guidebooks that portray an idealised landscape are 
the raw material for David Ferry’s artworks.

The pictorial books that Ferry uses are found in high-street 
charity shops. Slightly battered and discarded by their 
former owners, they show a Britain before the decline of 
recent decades. The books have become antique; they stand 
as ruins of a lost past. The BBC television programme, 
Antiques Roadshow, was born at the end of the 1970s. 
The show’s format is for a team of experts to visit historic 
sites across the country to evaluate the treasures brought to 
them by members of the public. As with the bric-a-brac of 
the charity shop, vulgar objects rub shoulders with those of 
genuine value. Ferry’s own road-trip follows a similar route 
as he inserts the common imagery of the hobbyist into the 
grand locations of British history, and so the idyllic is ruined 
by the unsightly.

David Ferry’s altered books share their lineage with the 
series of guidebooks sponsored by the oil company Shell. 
These publications, published from 1934, were a county-to-
county introduction to the delights of the nation. Under the 
editorial control of the poet John Betjeman, and later the 
artist John Piper, these guides have become valued surveys. 
Unlike Gilpin’s leisured travellers, the consumers of the 
Shell guides were the twentieth-century motorists whose 
nostalgic viewpoint fuelled the conservative culture of an 
unspoiled Britain. It is a vision that David Ferry playfully 
defiles in his own atlas of the country.

Stephen Clarke is Lecturer in Critical and Contextual 
Studies: Art & Design, at the University of Chester.

David Ferry interview with Stephen Clarke in relation to 
the exhibition The Celtic Image (21 June – 20 July, 2018) 
shown at the Burren College of Art, County Clare, Ireland, 
can be read on the Sidney Nolan Trust website: 
http://www.sidneynolantrust.org/walking-with-ghosts

Stephen Clarke will curate an exhibition of David Ferry’s 
prints and artist books, titled The Invader’s Guide to the 
Museum, to be shown at the Grosvenor Museum, Chester, 
from March - June 2019.

School of Art Gallery & Museum, Aberystwyth University, 
Buarth Mawr, Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 1NG, UK.
https://www.aber.ac.uk/en/art/gallery-museum/about-us/

David Ferry, Kilchurn Castle from Cake Walking in Scotland, 2016

David Ferry, Standing Forms from 
Public Sculpture in England, 2015
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Archive Gallery 2018/2019: Archives in Residence - 
AAP Archive Artist Publications
Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany. 
Until 9th June 2019 

“Shouldn’t we each time, each joyful and contemplative 
time when we open a book, consider the miracle that 
this text has even found its way to us?” 
Georges Didi-Huberman, The Archive Burns, 2007

Didi-Huberman’s reflection leads to the question of which 
content is recognised and safeguarded over time and used 
as a source for art historiography. In addition to publicly 
accessible archives and collections as repositories and 
storehouses of knowledge, are the autonomous archives, 
whose collections often receive only limited attention. 
The individual collectors of such independent archives 
decide for themselves what is worth preserving, beyond
criteria such as visibility, material value, circulation, rarity
and the legal guidelines. In this way, the holdings of 
autonomous archives have unique qualities and have 
received increasing attention over the years.

Hubert Kretschmer has maintained “AAP Archive Artist
Publications,” an autonomous archive of artists’ 
productions, since 1980. With an exhibition dedicated to 
AAP, Haus der Kunst launches its new series “Archives in 
Residence,” which focuses on the relationship between the 
archive and the formation of history. 

Hubert Kretschmer’s archive in Munich’s Türkenstraße 
houses over 50,000 works by artists from 76 countries. 
His interest does not focus on valuable bibliophile editions, 
but on limited circulations, many produced using the 
simplest means, as well as publications and editions. 
To this day, Kretschmer finances these purchases through 
his profession as an art teacher. The collection includes 
artists’ books and magazines, multiples, posters, invitations, 
CDs and records, artists’ stamps, videos, zines, delivery 
directories and exhibition catalogs, which reflect the art 
movements of the last 40 years, including Fluxus and Neue 
Wilde, as well as happenings, action art, mail art, stamp art, 
concrete and visual poetry, conceptual art, appropriation art 
and copy art.

Hubert Kretschmer’s presentation in Haus der Kunst 
inspired the collector to call on his artists to make their 
publications available so exhibition visitors could not just 
look at the works but also hold them.

Artists and publishers (a selection): Laurie Anderson, Thom 
Argauer, John Baldessari, Yto Barrada, Beißpony, Christoph 
Best, Joseph Beuys, Claus Böhmler, Christian Boltanski, 
George Brecht, Marcel Broodthaers, Stanley Brouwn, Daniel 
Buren, Ulises Carrión, Jacques-Elie Chabert, Joyce Cutler-
Shaw, Hanne Darboven, David Dellafiora, Leo Erb, Hans-
Peter Feldmann, Robert Filliou, Ian Hamilton Finlay, Peter 
Fischli, Wolfgang Flatz, Terry Fox, Hamish Fulton, Eldon 
Garnet, Jochen Gerz, Eugen Gomringer, Philipp Gufler, 
Dick Higgins, Justin Hoffmann, Stephan Huber, Dorothy 
Iannone, Jörg Immendorff, Phyllis Johnson, Alex Kayser, 
Norbert Klassen, Alison Knowles, Daniel Knorr, Vlado 
Kristl, Ferdinand Kriwet, Berengar Laurer, Jean Le Gac, Sol 
LeWitt, Anna Lockwood, Richard Long, Markus Lüpertz, 
Marshall McLuhan, Maurizio Nannucci, Christoph Mauler, 
Michaela Melián, Thomas Meinicke, Thomas Meissner, 
Milan Mölzer, Jürgen O. Olbrich, Claes Oldenburg, Ulrike 
Ottinger, Bruno Paulot, A.R. Penck, Arnulf Rainer, Gerhard 
Richter, Dieter Roth, Ed Ruscha, Gerhard Rühm, Alexeij 
Sagerer, Konrad Balder Schäuffelen, Joachim Schmid, 
Günther Selichar, Kiki Smith, Michael Snow, Annegret 
Soltau, Klaus Staeck, André Thomkins, Lynne Tillmann, 
Wolfgang Tilmans, Rosemarie Trockel, Timm Ulrichs, 
Franco Vaccari, Ben Vautier, Jan Voss, Wolf Vostell, Franz 
Erhard Walther, Andy Warhol, Lawrence Weiner, David 
Weiss and Emmett Williams

The exhibition is accompanied by excursions, workshops for 
adults, lectures and a book exchange.

On the occasion of this presentation, a new chronicle on the 
history of Haus der Kunst will also be created.

The exhibition is curated by Sabine Brantl.

Haus der Kunst
Prinzregentenstraße 1, 80538 Munich, Germany. 
https://hausderkunst.de

A selection of artists’ books from the archive at the Centre 
for Fine Print Research is on display at Hauser & Wirth 
Somerset until 1st January 2019
They form part of a Book Lab display to accompany the 
Takesada Matsutani – drop in time exhibition which is on 
show until 1st January 2019.

Archive Artist Publications. Photograph by Wilfried Petzi

Archive Artist Publications. Photograph by Wilfried Petzi
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Artists’ books featured in this exhibition include works 
by: Sally Alatalo, Mette Sofie D. Ambeck, Guy Begbie, 
Guy Bigland, Amir Brito Cador, Collective Investigations, 
George Cullen, Fiona Dempster, Antonio Freiles, Hazel 
Grainger, Gloria Glitzer (Franziska Brandt & Moritz 
Grünke), Charlotte Hall, Katie Herzog, Andrew Huot, 
Julie Johnstone, Hilary Judd, The Laurence Sterne Trust, 
Avril Makula, Helen Malone, Leonard McDermid, Tim 
Mosely, Lina Nordenström, Otto, Carinna Parraman, Jeff 
Rathermel, Tim Staples, Nathan Walker, Sylvia Waltering 
and Corinne Welch.

Hauser & Wirth Somerset
Durslade Farm, Dropping Ln, Bruton BA10 0NL, UK.
https://www.hauserwirth.com/locations/10068-hauser-
wirth-somerset

The Bristol Art Library 20th Anniversary Exhibition Tour

The Bristol Art Library is a fully functioning public library 
housed in a wooden cabinet the size of a small suitcase. 
Annabel Other, the artist, created the library in 1998 and 
is the Head Librarian. The library’s volumes cover a wide 
range of subjects, from palaeontology to astronomy, with 

250 books (all 5 in x 4 in) made by artists and practitioners 
from all areas of the arts and sciences.

Membership of Bristol Art Library is free, and once you 
have joined and received your manilla reader’s ticket you 
may visit the library and peruse its volumes anywhere in the 
world. The library now has 11,500 members, a gift shop and 
a friends’ organisation FOTBAL (Friends of The Bristol Art 
Library).

Being portable, the library can travel to almost any location 
in the world, and this year alone it has visited over 40 places. 
Although the library often appears at museums, galleries 
and arts centres, it is equally at home in venues such as 
private houses, hotel lobbies and the waiting area of a 
hairdressers. 

The Head Librarian is delighted to announce that The 
Bristol Art Library will be open for readers in the UK to 
join and peruse the volumes at:

Tate St Ives, on Friday 2nd November 2018, 10am-3pm 
(lunch 1-2pm). https://www.tate.org.uk/visit/tate-st-ives

Hypatia Trust, Penzance on Saturday 3rd November 2018, 
2pm-5pm. http://hypatia-trust.org.uk/

Bristol Museum and Art Gallery, Saturday 1st December 
2018 (see museum website for times):
https://www.bristolmuseums.org.uk/bristol-museum-and-
art-gallery/

http://thebristolartlibrary.co.uk 

TRANSLATION
8th November - 7th December 2018
Milton Gallery, London, UK
Artists’ books, sculptures, prints and works on paper.
Preview 7th November 6-8pm
TRANSLATION is a group exhibition of works by artists 
who have either moved away from their countries to live 

Takesada Matsutani. drop in time, Book Lab, Artists’ Books at 
Hauser & Wirth Somerset, 29 September 2018 – 1 January 2019
Photo by Ken Adlard, Courtesy Hauser & Wirth Somerset.
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and work in a different culture and language, or who 
translate between different types of language: scientific, 
musical, linguistic and visual. TRANSLATION offers a 
dialogue between languages, in a multifaceted exhibition of 
artists’ books, sculptures, prints and works on paper.

Albert DuPont, Egidija Čiricaitė, Linda Toigo, Sumi Perera, 
Anne Rook, Pat Kaufman, Batool Showghi, Gwen Fereday, 
Laurence Toussaint, Greg Rook, Veronique de Guitarre, 
Louisa Burnett-Hall, Andrew Charalambous, Ariane de Briey, 
Emi Avora, Chisato Tamabayashi

Milton Gallery, St Paul’s School, Lonsdale Road, London 
SW13 9JT, UK. Monday to Friday 9am-4pm

Crass DIY
Le centre des livres des livres d’artistes (CDLA)
Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France
Until 22nd December 2018
Almost two years ago, I was looking for information on the 
ICES1 festival and Anthony McCall’s work Landscape for 
Fire. Searching online I came across passages from a book 
by George Berger The Story of Crass (Oakland, PM Press, 
2009). I discover that it’s Penny Rimbaud, Gee Vaucher and 
a few others, members of a band named “Exit”, who helped 
Anthony McCall to implement this piece.

Note the care taken in the choice of label designs at the 
center of the discs, these slices of paper that are usually 
reserved for practical information: titles, publisher, year of 

publication etc. (In a book, it would be the table of contents 
and the colophon). The attention to detail is a component 
of the CRASS style: for example, the pockets that protect 
the records of the double album 1979 Stations Of The Crass 
are not banal white - one is black paper, the other white 
paper. From the outset we notice the typography of disks 
and pockets: composition in a circle (on the discs) and 
square (which encircles the images on the covers). This 
trademark makes CRASS productions of incomparable, 
singular - and recognisable objects. The cast used is close to 
the “Stencil” character, stencil-style mechanical character. 
We find Gee Vaucher’s talent in the three issues of Inter / 
National Anthem [Anthem inter / national], 13 magazine 
published between 1978 and 1982. A facsimile reprint of the 
three issues published (augmented by two others previously 
unpublished), published this year by Exitstencil Press can 
be purchased.

The members of “Exit” and “CRASS” claimed anonymity 
and a certain taste for the pseudonym. However, a few years 
later it is important to give their names: Penny Rimbaud 
[Jeremy John Ratter, 1943], drums; Gee Vaucher [1945], 
piano and graphic design; Steve Ignorant [Steven Williams, 
1957], singing; Eva Libertine (or Peeve Libido) [Bronwyn 
Lloyd Jones, 1949], singing; Joy De Vivre [Virginia Creeper, 
1956], singing; Pete Wright (or Pete Wrong),
low; Phil Free [Phil Clancey], guitar; P. A. Nana (or N. A. 
Palmer) [Andrew “Andy” Palmer, 1956], guitar; John Loder 
[1946-2005], sound engineer; Mick Duffield, filmmaker / 
videographer; Steve Herman [-1989], guitar.

We can translate “crass” as coarse, vulgar or stupid. It’s Steve 
Ignorant who proposes this name for the group in reference 
to a passage from David Bowie’s song Ziggy Stardust: 
“The kid was just crass, he was the nazz [...]” CRASS is, 
sometimes, the acronym for Creative Recording and Sound 
Services. Last October Alex Chevalier was in residence 
at Cdla and we were talking about Crass, Punk and Do It 
Yourself. All this he knows well, a familiar culture - even 
family. Didier Mathieu, 2018

DIY - Do It Yourself - Do it yourself. This watchword that 
still resonates today as a call to rebellion - of punk, of the 
disillusioned and forgotten youth who do not do not believe 
in the future sketched by their elders but in their own ability 
to change the story. No. Future! Student-in-the-art and left-
out-of-the-art find in this movement. Witness this in the 
first issue of the journal Sideburn in January 1977, which 
will be quickly resumed in Sniffin ‘Glue and many other 
fanzines and magazines: “This is a chord. This is another. 
this is a third. Now form a band.” [Here is an agreement. 
Here’s another one. And a third. Now, create a group]. 
The illustration by Tony Moon becomes a banner for this 
generation, groups and other formations are multiplying, 
music and art no longer belong to a some elite but to the 
rejected, the poor, the workers’ children, the homosexuals, 
anarchists and others who will then be able to make their 
voices heard, demonstrate and respond by provoking the 
austerity policy put in place by Margaret Thatcher. 
A provocation that manifests itself both in their music, in 
their appearance, lifestyle and texts.

LA BIBLE N° 4 Clermont-Ferrand: O.M.G. [Ordre de 
Mobilisation Générale], January 1982. 24pp, 21 x 14.8 cm. 
Black & white photocopy. Private collection.
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In this spirit of autonomy, speed of execution and diffusion, 
each group creates its own fanzine and spreads its ideas, 
texts and images and gives them hand in hand in exchange 
for another magazine, during a meeting - and, it is ideally 
sold at the end of a concert or by subscription. Publications 
that will then allow groups to shine. So, The Bible, the 
first fanzine to claim an anarcho-punk current originally 
published in Clermont-Ferrand, was the first French fanzine 
to conduct an interview with the English group CRASS. 
A story and a look at the punk that passes here by a quasi-
unique documentation and a certain rarity to which J. P 
Chevalier, who was also called Andy Bag or Mr Nasty, has 
participated and shares here with us in this exhibition. 
Alex Chevalier, August 2018.

Download the exhibition catalogue list at: 
http://cdla.info/en/expositions/crass-DIY

Le centre des livres des livres d’artistes (CDLA)
1 place Attane, F- 87500 Saint-Yrieix-la-Perche, France.
http://cdla.info/en  |  http://lecdla.wordpress.com

Lucy Childs - Quiet Island: A Hand-Embroidered Travelog
Hanging Threads Gallery, San Francisco School of 
Needlework and Design, USA
Until 7th November 2018
This hand-embroidered travelogue of imaginary Quiet 
Island includes island maps, residential and animal-track 
maps, island scenes, written narratives, and found pages 
from a book published in 1905.

San Francisco School of Needlework and Design
360 Post Street, Suite 604 (off Union Square), San Francisco, 
USA. https://www.sfneedleworkanddesign.org

Dieter Roth. Le pagine
La Centrale, Nuvola Lavazza, Torino, Italy
2nd - 4th November 2018 
Curated by Elena Volpato.
FLAT marks the twentieth anniversary of the death of 

Dieter Roth, a leading figure in the history of artists’ books. 
The exhibition presents over one hundred of his books and 
the entire corpus of his handwritten diaries, testifying to 
the importance of a work that continues to represent an 
inexhaustible source of inspiration for contemporary artists.

The exhibition will explore Roth’s development over a 
number of periods in which he refashioned books as a form 
of expression and as an opportunity for research, from his 
earliest works in the second half of the 1950s, associated 
with international optical art. It will then examine 
how he then reacted to, or more often forestalled in his 
disenchantment some of the more typical aspects of pop art, 
followed by the long period when conceptual art held sway, 
right up until the huge number of Copybooks produced in 
the 1980s and 1990s.

In the exhibition, the two themes will emerge from the 
continuous relationship between the handwritten diaries 
and the subsequent edited and republished versions, 
between the first edition of the books and their almost 
immediate subsequent versions, including the anthologies 
prepared by the artist himself.

At the centre of the exhibition will be Roth’s essay 
Mundunculum (1961) – acquired by Fondazione per l’Arte 
Moderna e Contemporanea CRT for the Giorgio Maffei 
Foundation, which is housed in GAM – Galleria Civica 
d’Arte Moderna di Torino – where the artist first gave 
philosophical and linguistic form to the non-existence of the 
subject as a uniform, positive entity. This seminal text will 
be flanked by the pair of essays Wer war Mozart? – Who was 
Mozart? (1971) and Wer ist der der nicht weiss wer Mozart 
war? – Who’s the one who doesn’t know who Mozart was?, 
published the same year.

In both works the identity of the others and the author’s 
own identity are discussed in the third person, as if 
belonging to someone else. And the purest expression of 
this identity is precisely the inability or impossibility of 
answering the question Wer ist? – Who is it?, unless by an 
empty pronoun, the subject in the sentence Ich weiss es 
nicht – I don’t know.

Dieter Roth. Le pagine is an exhibition where books ask 
questions that other books answer with fresh questions. 
These are questions to which we are unable to reply, just as 
we cannot avoid them.

The exhibition has been made possible thanks to generous 
loans made by the Dieter Roth Foundation, Hamburg and 
the Dieter Roth Estate, Hauser & Wirth.

La Centrale, Nuvola Lavazza, via Ancona 11/a, Torino, Italy.
http://flatartbookfair.com/en/mostra/

ILSSA Exhibition, Cecile R. Hunt Gallery
Webster University, St. Louis, MO, USA
16th November 2018 - 5th January 2019
Established in 2008, Impractical Labor in Service of 
the Speculative Arts (ILSSA) is a union for reflective 
creative practice.
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As a union for artists, makers, and creative practitioners 
of all kinds, ILSSA focuses on improving the immaterial 
working conditions of our members. ILSSA publishes 
contemplative tools and resources; organizes participatory 
projects, exhibitions, and events; facilitates an annual group 
residency; and observes an annual holiday, the Festival 
to Plead for Skills. ILSSA seeks to restore the relationship 
between makers and their tools, makers and their time, and 
makers and what they make—their lives.

ILSSA’s projects and publications often take the form of 
a call-and-response. Calls have included a survey asking 
members to assess their working conditions as impractical 
laborers, a workbook inviting members to ruminate on their 
relationship and experience with time, a chronobiological 
self-test, a request for member manifestos, and an inventory 
of essential tools for living. Participation in these projects 
often leads to additional publications and exhibitions.
ILSSA members’ interests vary widely, from fiber arts to 
listening and sound practices, from poetry to animation. 
What unites all members is a valuation of process, 
exemplified by our motto, As Many Hours As It Takes!

Opening event 16th November 2018 with Artist Talk by 
ILSSA Co-Operator Emily Larned.
http://impractical-labor.org/

Cecile R. Hunt Gallery
Department of Art, Design, & Art History
Webster University, 470 East Lockwood Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63119, USA
http://www.webster.edu/art/hunt-gallery/

Joan Lyons has two exhibitions in November 2018:

Joan Lyons —work from 1969 –1984
Steven Kasher Gallery, New York
November 15 – December 22, 2018

Opening reception Thursday, November 15th, 6–8 PM
515 West 26th Street, Floor 2

Joan Lyons —work from 1969 –1984
Steven Kasher Gallery at Paris Photo
Thursday, November 8th – Sunday, November 11
Grand Palais, Paris

http://www.stevenkasher.com  |  https://joanlyons.com

Sharon Kivland - Die Holzdiebe
Zentrum für Aktuelle Kunst Alte Kaserne 
Berlin, Germany 
Until 6th January 2019
Collectively, the animals of the forest rise up with an 
instinctive sense of right, gathering the alms of nature, 
their roots positive and legitimate. They resist that their 
customary rights should become the monopoly of the rich. 
They assemble and assert their rights. The stoats have news 
from France. They ask what property is and the birds reply 
that it is theft. The squirrels refuse any definition of property 
that privileges the wealthy, and propose a social solidarity. 
The weasels cry out that they are nature and nature is theirs 
alone. The fox maintains that a customary right by its very 
nature can only be a right of a lowest, property-less, and 
elemental class. The lynx and badger will fight against any 
plundering of the commons. None will accept punishment 
where there is no crime.
 
The exhibition is founded on Karl Marx’s articles for the 
Rheinische Zeitung (October 1842), reporting on the 
proceedings of the Sixth Rhine Province Assembly, ‘Debates 
on the law of thefts of wood’, and a number of commentaries 
thereon, in particular Daniel Bensaïd’s book Les dépossédés.

Zentrum für Aktuelle Kunst Alte Kaserne
Zitadelle Am Juliusturm 64 13599 Berlin, Germany.
http://www.zitadelle-berlin.de
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This installation, by Jessica Spring and Scott Gruber, utilises 
paper, an organic material attributed with memory from the 
moment it is formed, and letterpress printing, which makes 
a literal impression. Touching on all the senses, viewers are 
challenged to create their own treasure-house of ideas while 
contributing to our collective memories. Partially funded 
by a Tacoma Artist Initiative Project (TAIP) grant from the 
Tacoma Arts Commission.

Artist statement: “As an aging artist having a front-row seat 
to my father’s ravaging by Alzheimer’s disease, memory 
continues to be an intriguing, even unavoidably nagging 
topic of interest. Memory is simply defined as the ability to 
encode, retain, then recall information and past experiences. 
Memories stored in the brain are more of a jigsaw puzzle 
or a complex web than an organised library of books on 
shelves or accessible computer files. 
As humans we employ many memory aids - from digital 
apps, scratch-paper notes and old-fashioned mnemonic 
devices - to readily access facts we need. Derived from 
the Greek μνημονικός (mnēmonikos) and related to 
Mnemosyne - the mythological goddess of memory - 
mnemonics make use of encoding, retrieval cues, and 
imagery to better retain information. These memory tricks, 
including acronyms or silly rhymes, help us remember 
details from planetary names, days in a given month or 
mathematical order of operations. The method of Loci, or 
the Memory Palace, is another mnemonic device which 
uses visualizations about one’s environment to quickly and 
efficiently recall information. The method relies on taking 
abstract, unrelated pieces of information and establishing 
signposts on a route which incorporate navigational and 
spatial memory skills.” –Jessica Spring

Reception 5th December at 6pm
 
Collins Memorial Library
University of Puget Sound 
1500 N. Warner St. #1021
Tacoma, WA 98416, USA
https://www.pugetsound.edu/libraryhours

Rising Together touring exhibition, USA
The College Book Art Association (CBAA) has organised 
Rising Together | an Exhibition of Zines, Artists’ Books and 
Prints with a Social Conscience, a juried, travelling book 
arts exhibition scheduled from 2018 - 2021 to stop at six 
locations throughout the country. Work included in the 
show demonstrates how artist books give activism a visual 
voice, and can serve as powerful agents in effecting positive 
social change on issues encompassing social justice, power, 

JEAN-MARC BALLÉE - THUD OOOMPH
Lendroit éditions 
6th Ateliers de Rennes Contemporary Art Biennale
Until 8th December 2018
Jean Marc Ballée is a graphic artist. His approach to graphic 
art is hallmarked by the manipulation and articulation 
of visual codes taken from popular culture, design and 
architecture. 

Given the task of coming up with the visual identity for 
these 6th Ateliers de Rennes – Contemporary Art Biennale, 
Jean Marc Ballée has constructed a powerful system marked 
by these gestural abstractions tossed into the social and 
urban space like so many expressions, cries and silences. 
Well removed from the fixed logotype image, the project is 
part of a process-based logic, akin to a moving grammar, 
which is forever shifting and thus avoids the exhaustion 
created by the redundancy of the visual. In the posters, in 
this visitor’s guide, on a digital animation or a label, the 
conjugations of moods inform the classic graphic grid to 
construct the experience. They stealthily fill the interstices 
and cracks of the established systems. 

Jean Marc Ballée presents its deregulated B-side as well as its 
hearth. In a renewed interplay between inking and language, 
lettering bursts out laughing in a jargon straight out of 
Howard the Duck (1976) comics. From the roof, a vivid 
oath proffered by the duck can be heard: “FROG DEATH”. 
It would seem that dark bellows have got the better of the 
poor frog’s “WHAK WHAK”. 

Lendroit éditions, 24 bis place du Colombier, BP 40504, 
35005 Rennes Cedex, France. http://www.lendroit.org/
fiches-news/1524-Jean-Marc-Ballee

Memory Lame: An Unforgettable Installation
Collins Memorial Library
University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, USA
Until 25th January 2019



politics, the environment and more. At each location, the 
exhibit will be accompanied by participatory programs and 
public education initiatives.

On tour 2018-2021 at six different CBAA member locations 
as follows: 

Fall 2018 - University of Utah
Spring 2019 - Center for Book Arts
Fall 2019 - University of Iowa
Spring 2020 - HMCT/ArtCenter College of Design
Fall 2020 - University of Puget Sound
Spring 2021 - Mills College and SF Center for the Book

This exhibition was juried by Amos Kennedy, Jessica Spring 
and Chandler O’Leary. For more information, visit: https://
www.collegebookart.org/Rising-Together-TravelingExhibit

ROOM 103 - A tribute to George Orwell
Saul Hay Gallery, Manchester, UK
Until 11th November 2018
Two books by Salt + Shaw (What? and Looking For Mr 
Orwell’s Chimneys) and two limited edition prints (Nothing 
Happened) are on show in ‘Room 103 - A Tribute to George 
Orwell’ at the Saul Hay Gallery in Manchester, until 11th 
November 2018.

Saul Hay Gallery, Railway Cottage, 33a Collier Street, 
Castlefield, Manchester M3 4LZ, UK.
Wednesday - Saturday 10.30 to 6.00, Sunday 10.30 to 5.00.
https://www.saulhayfineart.co.uk/
https://www.axisweb.org/p/saltandshaw/

Freedom of the Presses: Artists’ Books in the 21st Century 
Booklyn, Inc. at the Brooklyn Army Terminal, USA
17th November 2018 - 11th January 2019
Freedom of the Presses is a brief survey exhibition of artists’ 
books, creative publications, and prints used by artists to 
further community engagement and social justice projects. 
This exhibition celebrates and expands upon the release of 
Booklyn’s newest trade publication “Freedom of the Presses: 
Artists’ Books in the 21st Century.” 

Freedom of the Presses 
provides perspectives 
on how to 
deconstruct colonial 
and contemporary 
constraints on the 
concept, content, 
design, production 
and distribution of 
artists’ books and 
activist publications 
along with models 
of how to reimagine 
artists’ bookmaking 
as a socially engaged 
practice. This 
exhibition brings 
together artworks 

published in the book alongside works introduced to our 
organisation through this open call. 

Freedom of the Presses builds upon a collaborative exhibition 
of the same name, organised by Booklyn and the Brizdle 
Schoenberg Special Collections at Ringling College of Art 
and Design from October 20 - December 2, 2017.

Booklyn seeks to create new relationships with artists 
using artists’ books as tools for activism, social engagement 
practices and advocacy projects. 

Hosted by Booklyn, Inc. at the Brooklyn Army Terminal, 
140 58th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11220, USA. 
https://booklyn.org

VOLUMES 2018, International Open Call Exhibition
Kunsthalle Zürich, Switzerland 
23rd - 25th November 2018
VOLUMES is a non-profit organisation and collective which 
was created in Zürich in 2013 to support the local and 
international DIY-facet of art publishing and introduce it 
to a larger audience in Switzerland. The edition 2018 takes 
place at Kunsthalle Zürich.
http://kunsthallezurich.ch/en/volumes

Bhavna Mehta - My Father’s Letter
Women’s Studio Workshop, Rosendale, NY, USA
Until 7th December 2018

Bhavna Mehta works with paper – cutting and embroidering 
it to tell stories that combine figurative imagery with 
botanical motifs, text and shadows. Using paper as skin 
and thread to connect and mend, using cutting and sewing 
to talk about exposing and hiding, she makes work about 
relating and remembering. Mehta has exhibited widely in 
San Diego and Southern California. She is the recipient 
of the Artists Activating Communities grant from the 
California Arts Council (2017) and the Creative Catalyst 
grant from The San Diego Foundation (2015). 
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She has won multiple awards in juried shows and she was 
one of the San Diego Art Prize emerging artist winners. 
She collaborates with artists making public art, using paper 
as a design medium.

Women’s Studio Workshop, Rosendale, NY 12472, USA.
Gallery Hours are Monday - Friday, 9am – 5pm. 
https://wsworkshop.org

LIVERPOOL BOOK ART
‘FRANKENSTEIN 2018’ EXHIBITION
Kirkby Gallery, Knowsley, UK
Until 26th January 2019
Frankenstein 2018 is Liverpool Book Art’s third major 
exhibition of Book Art. The theme of the exhibition 
marks 200 years since the first edition of Mary Shelley’s 
‘Frankenstein or, The Modern Prometheus’ was published. 

Book artists from around the world have responded with a 
hugely creative range of ideas. Some have been stimulated 
by the themes in the book; others have been inspired by 
the way the story is told; others have made links between 
Frankenstein and other classic stories such as Dracula and 
The Golem. 

Liverpool Book Art’s Frankenstein 2018 exhibition ended its 
run in Liverpool’s Central Library on 9th August. 
The exhibition moved to Knowsley’s Kirkby Gallery from 
17th September until 26th January 2019. Additional works 
were selected to join the exhibition in the current venue. 
Several of these have been chosen to utilise the very 
different exhibition space at the Kirkby Gallery, including 
wall-mounted works and installations. 

There are works by over 40 individual artists and 2 
collectives in the Kirkby Gallery show, with an enormous 
variety of approaches, materials and techniques. Some of the 
works have been made in small editions; some are unique 
works. Many of them are available to buy. There are also 
reading / handling copies of several of the works, enhancing 
the exhibition experience for visitors. 

In addition, artist Matthew Frame has created a new 
mural, working on-site every day for the first week of the 
exhibition. Visitors will be able to enjoy the completed work 
throughout the exhibition.

The Private View was extremely well attended, and made 
into a special delight by Chloe Spicer and her edible 
Frankenstein books!
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The exhibition’s run at Liverpool Central Library has been 
a great success, with enthusiastic feedback from visitors 
both verbally and recorded in a comments book. Sales have 
been significant, including multiple copies of several works. 
The exhibition has been enhanced by talks given by 10 of 
the participating artists during the 5th Liverpool Artists 
Book Fair, and curator talks by Simon Ryder, Director of 
Liverpool Book Art, throughout June and July. New display 
cabinets at the Library meant an added bonus for the last 3 
weeks of the show was the exhibition of Berni Wrightson’s 
Frankenstein portfolios from the late 1970s as well as 
various illustrated editions of the book.

The exhibition moves to Bower Ashton Library at UWE 
Bristol, UK in February 2019. 

Kirkby Gallery is at The Kirkby Centre, Norwich Way, 
Kirkby, Knowsley L32 8XY, UK.
Opening times are Mon to Fri 09.00-17.00, Sat 10.00-13.00.
http://www.prescotmuseum.org.uk/kirkby-gallery/
Entry is FREE to the public. 
 
For more information, see LiverpoolBookArt on 
Facebook and www.liverpoolbookart.com Contacts: 
liverpoolbookart@gmail.com | tina.ball@knowsley.gov.uk

Exhibition - Designer Bookbinders Annual UK 
Bookbinding Competition 2018 
St Bride Foundation, London, UK
15th - 27th November 2018
The aim of the Annual UK Bookbinding Competition is to 
encourage binders to make originally designed and well-
bound books, and to provide the opportunity to exhibit 
their work; it is open to all residents of the UK at the time 
of completion of the binding, with the exception of Fellows 
of the Society. The competition is sponsored by Designer 
Bookbinders and The Folio Society. As well as the set 
book category, there is an open choice which can include 
anything bookish.

This year’s set book is “The Illustrated Man” by Ray 
Bradbury - sixteen startling tales that built on his breakout 
collection The Martian Chronicles and paved the way for 
his dystopian masterpiece Fahrenheit 451. At first glance, 
this is science fiction rooted firmly in 1950s America - 
the paranoia of McCarthyism, apocalyptic fears of the Cold 
War, concern about colonial ambitions, racial segregation 

and the dangers of television. But as Bradbury’s stories 
rise before us, we find that the questions he asks, and 
the anxieties he explores, are universal. In her insightful 
introduction, Margaret Atwood explores Bradbury’s unique 
talent and how encountering his work in her formative 
years shaped her own writing.

Following the prize-giving, the bindings will be exhibited 
from 15th November - 27th November 2018 at:

Layton Room, St Bride Foundation
Bride Lane, Fleet Street, London EC4Y 8EQ, UK
Monday - Friday 12 - 6pm
Tuesday 27 November 12 - 4pm
Saturday 24 November 12 - 4pm

There is a Designer Bookbinders lecture day on Saturday 
17th November in the Layton Room during the exhibition 
to which all are welcome.
http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk
https://www.sbf.org.uk

Carol Maurer - Walking Forward, Looking Back
Street Road Artists Space, Cochranville, USA
Until 31st December 2018 
Street Road Artists Space warmly invites you to our current 
exhibition and several related events: Walking Forward, 
Looking Back builds on material developed by Carol Maurer 
in part through the process of walking from her ancestral 
home on the Eastern Shore of Maryland through Delaware 
to Southern Chester County. The journey began as a way to 
experientially confront her responsibility as a descendant of 
enslavers and slowly weaves into a meditation on the time, 
tempos, conversations and understandings walking can 
make space for.

RELATED PROGRAMMING

Several walks with Carol in the vicinity of Street Road will 
be held and are open to the public to join. An RSVP is 
recommended though not required. See our website and 

Colour Illustration © Marc Burckhardt from The Folio Society 
edition of the Illustrated Man by Ray Bradbury
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Facebook Events pages for the most up to date information. 
http://www.streetroad.org/walk.html

Sunday 11th November, 12pm
Atglen to Christiana, PA loop. 3.5 miles. 

Tuesday 27th November, 3pm
Kennett Square / Longwood Gardens
approximately 1-3 miles.

Saturday 8th December, 12pm
The Laurels 4 miles.

Street Road Artists Space, 725 Street Rd, Cochranville, PA 
19330, USA. Visit during Street Road hours, Friday 11-3, or 
by appointment. http://www.streetroad.org/walk.html

Sumi Perera [SuperPress EDITIONS] artists’ books and 
print installations will be shown at the following venues:
 
Festival of Print at the Whitechapel Gallery Arts Pavilion, 
Mile End, London, UK 
29th November - 9th December 2018
DISTRICT 69, is an artist’s book installation of etching, 
embossing with sand, dust, charcoal, stitch, blood, sweat 
& tears. Inspired by a first time visit to South Africa (Cape 
Town & Johannesburg) with my South African son-in-
law Paul (born in Cape Town), daughter Suda (worked in 
Johannesburg) & our first grandchild Tomiri; & a visit to the 
District 6 museum, the film District 9 and a visit to Ponte 
City at Joburg. 

The forceful removal of the inhabitants from District 6 
began in 1968 (50 years ago) though temporary plans were 
initiated before. The numbers evacuated vary according to 
sources: The District 6 Museum states that more than 60, 
000 inhabitants were expelled; & Wikipedia states that more 
than 30,000 (to be exact: 33,446, of which 31,248 of them 
were coloured) were forcibly relocated to the sandy bleak 
Cape Flats. Most were given only 24 hours to pack a case 
and put on bus and driven to the new site, and their homes 

were flattened by bulldozers the next day, to prevent them 
from returning to retrieve any belongings left behind. 
Ponte City, the tallest residential tower in Africa. has come 
to symbolise the rise and fall and rise again of South Africa’s 
commercial capital. It is part of an inner-city renaissance 
in recent years that has seen previous no-go areas turned 
into gourmet food markets, artists’ studios and trendy 
apartments.

By the late 1990s the intention was to turn Ponte into a 
prison. But in 2001, it began a journey to redemption. 
Currently a social enterprise called Dlala Nje, organises 
cultural, educational & sporting activities for local children 
and gave us a guided tour through the building. The artist’s 
book consists of moveable pages, that can be resequenced 
and repositioned into various permutations. It will be 
shown at the Festival of Print, at the Arts Pavilion of the 
Whitechapel Gallery at Mile End.
 
Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair. Royal Arsenal, London 
22nd-25th November 2018
UNBUILDING BLOCKS 3 colour changing installations: 
scrolls & framed pages, reflecting on architectural 
deconstruction, constructed by using 4 recycled etched zinc 
plates. 
 
OTHER EXHIBITIONS:
• The Mini Picture Show. Bankside Gallery, London. 
30th November 2018 - 20th January 2019
• Prism Print International-INOAC Namiki-dori Gallery, 
Ginza, Japan. October 2019
• The Masters - Stone & Screen. Bankside Gallery, London. 
7th-18th November 2018
• Prism Print International-Belfast Oriel Gallery, Antrim 
Castle. 6th November 2018 - 4th January 2019
• REbels Exhibition. Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Until 
6th January 2019  
https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN: 

Congratulations to 
Jadwiga, Janusz and 
Paweł Tryzno who 
celebrated the 25th 
anniversary of the 
Book Art Museum 
in Łódź, Poland on 
1st October 2018.

Visit the website for 
information on the 
museum, library, 
workshops, events, 
publications and 
collection.

http://www.book.art.pl/index.php/en/

Find out more about the museum in this video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X3jg67-6bI
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COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS 

London Centre for Book Arts Workshops
London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is an artist-run, 
open-access educational and resource centre dedicated to 
book arts. Our mission is to foster and promote book arts 
and artist-led publishing in the UK through teaching and 
access to specialist facilities. We host regular workshops in 
bookbinding, printing, and other related disciplines. 

We’re taking our workshops to Marylebone! Join us for a 
series of informal bookbinding workshops in the coming 
months at Carousel, a restaurant and creative hub on 
Blandford Street. Concertina Bookbinding on Sat 1st Dec; 
and Casebound Notebook on Sat 19th Jan – with a chance 
to join us for a special lunch after each workshop.
Please visit the Carousel website for bookings and more 
info: http://www.carousel-london.com/bookbinding.html

As always, find the complete and up-to-date listing of our 
workshops at LCBA on our Workshops page: 
http://londonbookarts.org/workshops/

London Centre for Book Arts, Unit 18, Ground Floor, 
Britannia Works, Dace Road, Fish Island, London E3 2NQ, 
UK. http://londonbookarts.org

OWL BARN STUDIO, Devon, UK
OBS is delighted to announce two new workshops with 
guest tutors Dominic Riley and Arthur Green. Dominic is 
teaching the Millimetre Binding Workshop in September 
2018. Arthur is bringing his Leather Paring (without the 
blood, sweat and tears) Workshop in February 2019. Book 
early for both these workshops.
 
Owl Barn Studio in North Devon offers expert bookbinding 
tuition from City & Guilds qualified tutor from beginners 
up to Level 2. Also offers courses in contemporary 
structures suitable for binders, book artists, print makers, 
calligraphers, scrapbookers, etc.
 
City & Guilds Study Days with Diana Illingworth-Cook   
10th Nov, 8th Dec 2018
Aimed at those who already have bookbinding experience 

or who are unable to attend a full week’s course and 
who wish to work towards a City & Guilds Bookbinding 
qualification. Take as many or as few sessions as you need 
to cover all the techniques and skills you need for Levels 1 
and 2 including the design unit. Students will also be given 
guidance on how to make and present the items, samples, 
and other evidence required for subsequent assessment. 
Alternative dates available on request. £65 per day or £280 
for 5 days
                                                                                                                     
Leather Paring without the blood, sweat and tears with 
Arthur Green, 23rd February 2019   
This one-day hands on workshop will introduce safe and 
effective working methods for paring bookbinding leathers 
by hand. The day will cover edge paring, working with a 
spokeshave, and thinning down leather with a Scarf-fix. 
Also includes some basic tool selection, maintenance and 
sharpening. Suitable for beginners and those with some 
experience. This workshop forms part of the curriculum for 
City & Guilds level 2. Places are limited and priority will be 
given to C&G students. Fee includes materials and lunch. 
£100

For further details and booking information please contact 
Diana Illingworth-Cook on 07853 319250, by email at: 
owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or go to:
http://www.owlbarnstudio.uk 

Classes at the Minnesota Center for Book Arts, USA
MCBA offers classes for adults on a wide variety of topics 
and at all skill levels, from total beginner to seasoned expert. 
Supply fees cover workshop materials and expendable 
studio supplies such as solvents, rags, waste disposal, safety 
supplies and small tools. Sales tax is included in the total.

Adult classes are eligible for credit toward MCBA’s Core 
Certificate or Advanced Certificate in Book Arts; more 
information is available on the Certificate Programs page:
http://www.mnbookarts.org/certificate

Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S. 
#100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org

Classes at the San Francisco Center for the Book:
San Francisco Center for the Book offers more than 
300 workshops each year in three broad categories: 
Printing, Binding, and Related Arts. From bookbinding 
and letterpress printing to workshops with local and 
international instructors, our offerings in Binding, Printing, 
Arts, and Calligraphy have something for everyone. 

Come explore the book arts with us! All workshops can be 
viewed and booked at: https://sfcb.org/workshops

San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA. 
https://sfcb.org 
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OTTER EDUCATION
Bookbinding Courses and Tuition in Winchester and 
Midhurst, UK
Otter Bookbinding Ltd has given birth to Otter Education 
Ltd.  It offers a monthly timetable with the ethos being on 
flexibility in learning at your own pace and around your life.  
Although the classes are held on Saturday - Monday from 
10am to 5pm you can choose just one day or all three.  

You can work towards a City and Guilds qualification, 
our own curriculum, combine the two, or do your own 
thing at your own pace or come and have individual one 
to one classes. Held in the South East of England in either 
Midhurst or Winchester, please see below for dates.

EDUCATION DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
2, 3, 4 November 2018, 1, 2, 3 December 2018, 2, 3, 4 
February 2019, 2, 3, 4 March 2019, 6, 7, 8 April 2019
4, 5, 6 May 2019, 1, 2, 3 June 2019, 6, 7, 8 July 2019

Choose just one day or all three. 
Costs are £100 for one day and £70 per day for three days. 

Contact us to book your place, via: 
https://www.ottereducation.com/contact
See our website for more details: 
https://www.ottereducation.com

City Lit Bookbinding – Upcoming courses 2018
Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA, UK
For further information, course outlines, full bookbinding 
and calligraphy programmes, visit https://www.citylit.ac.uk
enquiries: visualarts@citylit.ac.uk
Enrolments: 020 7831 7831 or infoline@citylit.ac.uk

Bookbinding for beginners: simple leather binding
Discover how leather, combined with simple sewing and 
cutting techniques can create a wonderfully flexible and 
stylish binding. Create books with folded
and crossed structure covers, and include tabs and 
decorative linings to personalise your work. 
Tutor: Ina Baumeister 
22 Nov - 13 Dec Thursday 10:30-16:30

Book and paper arts

Bookbinding: Japanese books and boxes
Explore the beautiful variety of sewing patterns found in 
Japanese binding. Learn how to fold books, make a box, 
work traditional designs and experiment with creating your 
own. This course is suitable for beginners. 
Tutor: Sue Doggett 
30 Nov - 14 Dec Friday 10:30-16:30

Handmade stamps for paper and textiles 
Explore the creative potential of handmade stamps made 
from mixed media, found objects and natural materials. 
Learn how to design and print your own fabric and paper 
for use on a range of projects.
01 Dec - 15 Dec Saturday 10:00-13:00

Book conservation and repair

Taster day in bookbinding 
Dip your fingers into bookbinding. Learn a little about the 
history, materials and craft of bookbinding while making a 
simple binding to take home. A chance to discuss further 
study in bookbinding at City Lit. Tutor: Nesta Davies 
02 Dec Sunday 10:30-16:30

Taster day in conservation 
Discover the tools, materials and skills involved in book 
repair and conservation while trying out some basic 
techniques on paper, book cloth and board. 
No bookbinding experience required.
18 Nov Sunday 10:30-16:30

City Lit, Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA.
https://www.citylit.ac.uk

Upcoming classes at North Bennet Street School, 
Massachusetts, USA
One of the United States’ oldest schools for hands-on 
training in traditional trades and fine craftsmanship, 
North Bennet Street School is internationally known 
for its programmes and for helping students to achieve 
meaningful lives and livelihoods. For more than a century, 
the exceptional programmes, master faculty, and inspiring 
community have encouraged individual growth, curiosity, 
technical mastery, and commitment to excellence. 
The School offers nine full-time programmes in eight 
disciplines, including Bookbinding, as well as continuing 
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education classes in a range of related topics. More info at: 
https://www.nbss.edu/full-time-programs/bookbinding

Fall 2018 Workshops:

Sewn Board & Drum Leaf Binding
Sunday 4th November 2018
8:30 am - 4:30 pm, Amy Lapidow BB ’95, $175

Make Your Own Punching Cradle
Sunday 11th November 2018
9:00 am - 1:00 pm, Erin Fletcher BB ’12, $75

Enclosures for Preservation and Beyond
Saturday 17th & Sunday 18th November 2018
8:30 am - 4:30 pm, Bill Hanscom, $325 (Materials fee: $30)

Introduction to Book Conservation
Friday 30th November - Sunday 2nd December 2018
8:30 am - 4:30 pm, James Reid-Cunningham BB ’90, $525

Book online at: https://www.nbss.edu/ce
North Bennet Street School 
150 North Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109, USA.
Tel: 01.617.227.0155    
https://www.nbss.edu/
Email: continuingeducation@nbss.edu

St Bride Foundation 
Bride Lane Fleet Street, London, UK

Workshops - St Bride Foundation opened its workshop in 
2010 on the site of the Foundation’s former gymnasium, 
offering hands-on training in traditional printing and 
engraving techniques, as well as evening classes, print 
history courses and summer schools.

Our courses are suitable for any interested party, be 
they beginners or experienced printers, with a range of 
workshops and academic sessions tailored to each. Whether 
it’s mastering letterpress or learning about print’s past and 
future, we have the perfect programme to help you develop 
your skills. View all available courses here: 
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/category/workshops/

Lectures and tours - The St Bride Foundation Library hosts 
a variety of print-related lectures, exhibitions and talks 
throughout the year, as well as talks and conferences on 
everything from poster design to handwriting, resulting in 
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an exciting and vibrant series of events running the whole 
year round. View all events at: https://www.sbf.org.uk/
whats-on/
 
Come tour our printing workshop, historic rooms, and 
famous library. Get the chance to view some of the items 
in the library’s special collection, and learn more about 
the Foundation and its significant place in the illustrious 
history of the printing press trade. Perfect for designers, 
printmakers, or just lovers of history.
 
Next tour is Wednesday 28th November 2018, 14.00 - 
15.30. £10. Tour details can be found at: 
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/category/events/

Love Letters, Paris
Workshop with Rachel Hazell
11th – 16th February 2019
Paris has a reputation for romance – ignite your own love 
affair with a hand-bound book of letters.

Describe the city of passion and light in hand-written inky 
letters, bound in envelopes created with paper selected from 
specialist boutiques.

Find inspiration and materials at the flea market and 
artisan shops. Fill pages with the love of Paris and all your 
discoveries.

Rachel Hazell shares her knowledge and experience with 
you over five full days. £1,395.00
https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/paris/

DESIGNER BOOKBINDERS DAY OF LECTURES
Saturday, November 17th 2018
The Layton Room, St Bride Foundation, 14 Bride Lane, 
London EC4Y 8EQ, UK
Tel: 020 7353 3331. www.sbf.org.uk
For the day: £20, students £10
Per lecture: £6, students £3

Further Information about the speakers can be found on 
our website: http://www.designerbookbinders.org.uk
 
11.00am - Multiple Perspectives: Digital Media Meets 
Edition Binding, John DeMerritt
In 2015, John DeMerritt received a commission from David 
Hockney to design the housing for a series of 9-channnel 
video pieces made by the artist from 2010 – 2012. 

Hockney attached cameras to his vehicle and recorded the 
landscape as the car slowly proceeded down a country lane. 
This project is a continuation of Hockney’s longtime interest 
and investigations into perspective. Much of John’s recent 
commissioned work has been housings for digital media 
Art Projects — usually in the form of video projections. 
This has propelled him into new areas of edition binding 
that requires him to embrace new technologies and expand 
the traditional role of the binder in terms of ‘book’ work. 
Using this project as a platform, John will talk about using 
his edition binding techniques to create unique housings for 
digital media.
 
12.00 - Let the Games Begin! The Cotswold Olympics 
Rebound, Dominic Riley
Printed in 1636, Annalia Dubrensia - the Annals of Dover 
- is an exceptionally rare and valuable little book, which 
celebrates the famous Cotswold Olympics and their founder, 
Robert Dover, who is credited with inventing the modern 
Olympic Games in England in 1612. The book contains 
a series of tributes from his friends and admirers, among 
them Ben Johnson. The games are still held each June on 
Dover’s Hill in Chipping Campden, and are organised by 
the Robert Dover’s Games Society. In 2013 the Society 
was fortunate to acquire a copy of Annalia Dubrensia, 
and Dominic was asked to look at the book with a view to 
conserving it. This lecture tells the fascinating story of the 
Olympics, and then shows in detail the cleaning, mending 
and rebinding, in period style, of this charming little book.
 
2.00pm - An Artist Remembered: The Creative Bindings 
of David Sellars, Jill Sellars
For forty years David Sellars was a leading light in the 
world of artistic bookbinding: latterly his work expanded 
into new territory as he collaborated with his wife Jill, a 
creative marbler. Jill will talk about David’s work during the 
years they spent together and their collaborations which 
evolved through his aesthetic resonating with the non-
representational art of her suminagshi marbling, the ‘chance 
operations’ in John Cage’s meaning of the term. 

She will discuss his philosophical approach to the 
medium, his design themes and the binding constructions 
he developed. Jill will discuss his commitment to the 
traditional materials of leather and paper and give insights 
into the personal development which led him from 
work in the carpet mill in Halifax to the world of prize-
winning literature.
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3.00pm - Concealed and Revealed: The Medieval Bound 
Book as Social Icon, Michelle Brown
This illustrated lecture will explore the ways in which the 
codex began to assume a symbolic status in the early Middle 
Ages, as the peoples of both East and West responded to a 
new religion of the Word. Sacred texts might be enshrined 
in treasure bindings and book-shrines, sealed closed or even 
entombed, their external appearance or their very presence 
exerting profound influence, rather than direct access to the 
texts they contained. The book became a social icon.

St Bride Foundation, 14 Bride Lane, London EC4Y 8EQ, 
UK. https://www.sbf.org.uk/

The Complete Book Artist 2019
A year-long course with Sylvia Waltering
Hot Bed Press, Salford, UK

New to book arts?
If you are and would like to learn more, Hot Bed Press 
might just have the answer. We run The Complete Book 
Artist – a year-long course in book arts running over 30 
weeks; February to June & September to December, tutored 
by Sylvia Waltering with other respected guest lecturers. 

We also run weekend and evening courses in book arts, 
letterpress and printmaking. To find out more or to register 
an interest to book on our next course call 0161 743 3111 or 
email info@hotbedpress.org

Hot Bed Press 
1st Floor Casket Works, Cow Lane, Salford, M5 4NB, UK.
https://www.hotbedpress.org

ARTISTS WHO MAKE BOOKS SYMPOSIUM
All activities in Stella Maris Centre, Kilmore Quay, in 2 
venues – Upstairs Gallery or Downstairs Auditorium

Friday 30th November. Venue: Upstairs Gallery
8.00-8.10pm - Welcome address and Official Opening of 
Artists Books Exhibition

8.30-9.45pm - Short panel discussion on The Greatest 
Artists Books in the World. Panel members include Andi 
McGarry, Artist Book Maker, Hugh Bryden, Teacher and 
Artist Book Maker, Radoslaw Nowakowski, Musician and 
Artist Book Maker, Sarah Bodman, Researcher and Artist 
Book Maker.

Venue: Downstairs Auditorium
9.55-10.15pm - Films by Artists who Make Books
1. The Pond at Deuchar as an e scroll 9.55-10.00
“This work has a history, Helen Douglas has been engaged 
with nature and narratives for much of her life. Her 
formative years were spent in the Scottish Borders in a 
farming community and she returned to live there as a 
working artist. Her chosen medium for embodying her 
expressive visual narratives has for many years been the 
photographic image used in conjunction with the book.” 
Clive Phillpot, Writer and Critic. 5 mins.

2. Richard Long Stone Field: Coracle Allotment 1, Renshaw 
Hall Liverpool 1987 10.00-10.12
“We always say the Allotment project, of which it was the 
first, to be a form of publishing, as has been written about 
copiously in several places.” Simon Cutts, Artist, October 
2018. 12 mins.
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Upstairs in Gallery. Hands on-Experimental Artists Books, 
experiential learning, visual books, one-of-a-kinds, paper 
folding techniques, bindings, Japanese stab bindings,
printing, nonprinting, basic sewing techniques. Exploring 
a narrative run through a book, a fun filled, action-packed 
book making frenzy.

Wexford Artists Book Exhibition - Upstairs Gallery open 
from 10.00am-5.30pm. Works by Visiting Artists including 
Elephant’s Tail, Road Books, Sun Moon and Stars Press, 
Redfoxpress.

Symposium ends at 5.30pm

Stella Maris Centre, Kilmore Quay, Wexford, Ireland.
https://www.facebook.com/artistswhomakebooks/

BINDING re:DEFINED
The 2019 programme for BINDING re:DEFINED is now 
online. There is a great line-up of international tutors who 
will be in Wiltshire to share their expertise on a wide range 
of topics. We hope you can join us.

March - The Zhen Xian Bao (Chinese Thread Book) with 
Lori Sauer

May - Scroll in a Box with Claudia Benvestito

June - Islamic paper Making with Radha Pandey and 
Johan Solberg

September - Perfect Measuring, Cutting and Folding with 
Tine Noreille

November - Layer by Layer with Rita Lass

Please visit our website for all the details:
http://www.bookbindingworkshops.com
Email: bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com
Or ring Lori Sauer on 01672 851638 

BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation 
of book structures and how they make an intelligent 

Saturday 1st December 
Venue: Downstairs Auditorium
11.00-11.45am  Floating World Books
Floating World has always used the artist’s book as an 
instrument for collaborative practice. Floating World 
endeavours to give the artist’s book a more central position 
in contemporary arts practice.

12.00-1.00pm  Radosław Nowakowski
Liberland – a kind of hypertext artist’s book.

1.00-2.00pm Lunch

2pm –3pm Sarah Bodman UWE, Bristol
Cover Story - books that make me make books.

Break

4.00-5.00pm - Katie Blackwood, Librarian at National 
Irish Visual Arts Library (NIVAL) at NCAD
An overview of NIVAL, an introduction to their artists 
books collection and how they are used for research, and a 
demonstration of how they catalogue them and make the 
information available on their website.

5.00-5.15pm Films by Artists who Make Books
Andi McGarry – Shackleton’s Boots 5mins. 
John Bently – One Shoe Mickey 5.52 mins 
Ed Ruscha – 26 Gasoline Stations  1.52 mins

5.15 -6.00pm Judy Kravis, Artist Book Maker
Why I make Artists ‘ Books

6.15-6.55pm - Hugh Bryden, Roncadora Press
Collaborating with poets, building events, exhibitions and 
schools projects

7.00 Group meal / breaking bread together - Vegetarian 
Curry, Rice, Nanns in the Green room – Pay as you can.

Wexford Artists Book Exhibition - Upstairs Gallery open 
from 10.00am-5.30pm. Works by Visiting Artists including 
Elephant’s Tail, Road Books, Sun Moon and Stars Press, 
Redfoxpress.
 
Sunday 2nd December 
Downstairs in Auditorium
11.00 -11.45 Sioban Piercy, Artist Book Maker
The Insincere Object: A critical evaluation of the 
skilfully made work within contemporary fine art and the 
relationship of craft and concept in the making of the 
artist’s book.

12.00-12.45pm Limerick School of Art and Design (LSAD) 
Library TBC

12.45-2.00pm  Lunch Break

2.00-3.00pm Jim Butler, Artist Book Maker
The process of making the work and the relationship 
between text and image in the so called “Livre de Dialogue”

12.00-2.00pm Making visual and experimental books. 
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contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work. The focus 
of our carefully selected programme remains firmly in 
the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the best in 
contemporary design. We are based in Wiltshire’s beautiful 
Vale of Pewsey and are easily reached by road or rail. 
http://www.bookbindingworkshops.com

Malvern Hills College Courses
Malvern Hills College (Malvern School of Art) offers 
“Books as Art incorporating mixed media” classes on 
Fridays, 14.00-16.30. Tutor: Anna Yevtukh. 11 weeks term 
starts on 25th January. Working with a practicing book 
artist and combining contemporary book-making methods 
with different mixed media techniques will enable you to 
discover the magic of handmade books. The room has all 
professional bookbinding tools, materials, etc. 

Also we offer Saturday classes: 
Marbling, Paste Papers & Gelli Prints is on 9th February. 
Greek Binding is on 6th April. 

Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcestershire, WR14 2YH, 
UK. For more information and to book a place please 
phone reception on 01684 565351 or email 
receptionma@wcg.ac.uk

Perfect Bindings

Bookbinding workshops with Megan Stallworthy at 
arts centres and book festivals in Devon, Cornwall and 
Somerset, UK. Perfect for artists, writers, teachers and 
anyone interested in making books, you will learn core 
bookbinding skills of folding, cutting, sewing and glueing, 

and take home your own handmade books along with a 
set of workshop notes. All the equipment and materials are 
provided. Upcoming workshops:

The Cross-Structure Binding and the Everlasting Fold 
Book, Monday 12th November 2018
Taunton Literary Festival

Handmade Books for Christmas
Saturday 24th November 2018
The Devon Guild of Craftsmen

Find more details of all the workshops at:
http://www.perfectbindings.co.uk

OBJECT LESSONS: Adventures in Assemblage
Tutor: Keith Lo Bue
Studio West End, Yeerongpilly, Australia
A four-day workshop: Saturday 10th to Tuesday 13th 
November, 9.30am to 4.00pm
We are excited to announce that Keith Lo Bue will return to 
Studio West End in November for another of his amazing 
workshops.

There’s a giddy, world-at-your-fingertips satisfaction in 
making art with found materials. With some deliberate 
and thoughtful choices alongside some easy to learn 
techniques, an assembly of objects can grow and coalesce 
into a meaningful and profound work of art. It all happens 
in Object Lessons.

Join international found object artist and ‘stuffsmith’ Keith 
Lo Bue in a comprehensive how-to on conceiving of and 
building thought-provoking and unusual artwork.  Object 
Lessons will focus on the process by which assortments 
of unlike materials can join up in the same space to work 
both physically, visually and conceptually. Using your own 
collection of bits and pieces and aided by innovative use of 
wire, rivets and adhesives, you’ll create personal assemblages 
of intense beauty, humour, poetry and mystery.
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These assemblages could be incorporated into jewellery, 
books, sculpture, shrines, furniture… anything you desire…

Studio West End
241F Station Rd, Yeerongpilly, QLD, 4105, Australia. 
https://www.studiowestend.com
Phone: 07 3892 4570 or 0407 966 913 or 0418 875 769
Email: studiowestend98@gmail.com

Paper manipulation and 3D assemblage at the Royal 
Academy, London, UK with Sumi Perera [SuperPress 
EDITIONS] Weekend-long practical course 16th - 17th 
March 2019, 10.30am - 5.30pm each day. In this weekend-
long course, led by award winning artist and academic 
Sumi Perera RE, participants will be taught the properties 
and principles of paper constructions, learning the diverse 
practical methods involved in manipulating paper to make 
three-dimensional models that can contract and expand.
 
This is an opportunity to make a site-specific work at 
the Royal Academy in the newly built Clore Learning 
Centre during its 250th anniversary. There will also be an 
optional opportunity to contribute towards a collaborative 
exhibition: Sumi Perera et. al [SuperPress EDITIONS] 
previously exhibited in London (2015), Cyprus (2015), 
UWE Library (2016): http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/
sumiexh/

Limited places for participants - so early booking is 
advisable. More information can be found on the RA 
website: https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/event/courses-
classes-paper-manipulation

More info on https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera 
Email:sumi_perera@hotmail.com

The Laurence Sterne Trust  
Different Journeys Talks Series

Graham Rawle
8th November 2018, 7:30pm 
Medical Society Rooms, 23 Stonegate, York YO1 8AW, UK
Graham Rawle is a writer, artist and designer. His popular 
weekly series ‘Lost Consonants’ first appeared in the 
weekend Guardian in 1990 and ran for 15 years. He has 
produced other regular series for The Observer, The Sunday 
Telegraph Magazine and The Times.

Among his published books are The Card, The Wonder Book 
of Fun, Lying Doggo, and Diary of an Amateur Photographer. 
His collaged novel Woman’s World, created entirely from 
fragments of found text clipped from vintage women’s 
magazines won wide critical acclaim, described by The 
Times as ‘a work of genius…the most wildly original novel 
produced in this country in the past decade.’ Woman’s World 
is studied on literature courses at academic institutions 
around the world. His reinterpretation of The Wizard of Oz 
won the Best Illustrated Trade Book Award as well as Book 
of the Year at the 2009 British Book Design Awards. 
The Card, was shortlisted for the 2013 Writers’ Guild Best 
Book Award. His latest novel, Overland, was published in 
March 2018.

Rawle’s work has been exhibited internationally and he 
regularly lectures about his work at both academic and 
public events. He teaches on the MA Sequential Design/
Illustration and MA Arts and Design by Independent 
Project courses at the University of Brighton. He is 
Visiting Professor of Illustration at Falmouth University 
and Norwich University of the Arts where in 2012 he was 
awarded an Honorary Doctorate for services to design. £3. 
Book online at: https://www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk/
exhibitions-events.php

‘Sterne’s Starling’ by Lucy Powell
15th November 2018, 7:.30pm 
Medical Society Rooms, 23 Stonegate, York YO1 8AW, UK
Next Generation Thinker Lucy Powell discusses the 
starling in Sterne’s 1768 novel A Sentimental Journey. £3. 
Book online at: https://www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk/
exhibitions-events.php

‘Pilgrim Paths’ by James Harpur
22nd November 2018, 7.30pm
Medical Society Rooms, 23 Stonegate, York YO1 8AW, UK
James Harpur will talk about the rise, fall and decline of 
pilgrimage in the West, tracing its beginnings from earliest 
times to the present. Sterne himself mentions the Camino 
pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela in his Sentimental 
Journey, and this famous trek was one of a number of 
pilgrim routes that developed during medieval times. £3. 
Book online at: https://www.laurencesternetrust.org.uk/
exhibitions-events.php
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Art Metropole at the Museum of Contemporary Art 
Toronto, Canada
Now entering its 45th year, Art Metropole is excited to 
announce it is undertaking a unique new operating model, 
beginning with a 2-year residency at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art Toronto (MOCA Toronto). Part pop-
up project, part bookstore, part programming centre, this 
accessible and experimental new space will offer a renewed 
vision for the distribution of artist’s books and multiples - 
in Toronto, in Canada and internationally.

Following seven years in its current location at 1490 Dundas 
St. West, Art Metropole is expanding its activities across two 
new sites. At the free, publicly-accessible floor level of the 
newly renovated MOCA building at 158 Sterling Road, 
Art Metropole will operate a retail space, offering new 
publications by Canadian and international artists, 
works by artists participating in MOCA’s exhibitions and 
programmes, rare titles from Art Metropole’s back catalogue 
and a range of collectible editions, prints, multiples and 
artists’ books. 

The open-concept space will host a range of public 
programmes, launch events and artist talks, all related to 
artist-led publishing. Art Metropole is also committed 
to expanding its distribution capacities and will operate 
an offsite office and distribution centre, allowing AM to 
increase its digital presence and fulfilment while expanding 
its services to artists by introducing their work to new 
communities and collectors. Throughout this period 
AM will continue to build new partnerships with local 
institutions and community groups, in order to bring
artist publishing and related programming directly to 
new audiences.

MOCA, 158 Sterling Rd, Toronto, ON M6R 2B2, Canada.
https://moca.ca/visit/

OPPORTUNITIES

The North West Book Arts Group, UK meets regularly 
at Liverpool Central Library, on the first Saturday of each 
month from 10.30am, and anyone interested in book arts, 
whether a beginner or established artist is very welcome. 
For more information, contact Marilyn Tippett at: 
nwbookmaker@gmail.com
http://nwbookartists.blogspot.co.uk

Call for submissions /articles
The Blue Notebook Journal  for artists’ books

Impact Press welcomes 
submissions of writing on 
contemporary artists’ books for 
The Blue Notebook. The journal 
publishes 4-5 articles per issue on 
any aspect of artists’ publications 
by artists, writers, poets, 
librarians, curators, educators… 

All contributions are peer-reviewed by our panel of referees. 
Our deadlines are usually 1st January and 1st July each year. 
Please email Sarah to let her know if you intend to submit 
for a deadline so we can save a space, as there are only 4-5 
slots per issue. To get a flavour of the journal, visit: http://
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/blue-notebook.html

Please also see our submission guidelines at: 
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/pdf/publications/tbnguidelines.pdf
If you have any questions please email and ask:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

Workshop teaching space available, UK - Looking for 
somewhere to hold a bookbinding or book arts workshop? 
Set in the beautiful Torridge Valley halfway between Great 
Torrington and Holsworthy in the UK, Owl Barn Studio is 
an inspiring, purpose built teaching space for bookbinding, 
book arts, calligraphy, papercrafts and other related skills & 
techniques. Light and airy with plenty of workspace for up 
to 12 students, it’s the perfect place to learn new skills.
Everyone has their own table (these can be raised up for 
those who prefer to work standing up) which can be laid 
out to suit the style of workshop.

Very reasonable rates, lunch can be included.
Cutting mats and basic bookbinding tool kits are available.

View from inside AM’s new residence on the first floor of the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Toronto. 
Photo credit Ben Rahn/A-Frame, 2018.
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Plenty of local accommodation.  For further information or 
to make a booking see our website at 
http://www.owlbarnstudio.uk or contact 
owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or call 07853 319250.

Do you live in or around Bristol, UK? Are you into 
letterpress printing? Do you create handmade books?  

The newly-formed Bristol Branch 
of the British Printing Society is 
looking out for more members!  
Founded in 1944 by a Bristol printer, 
William R. Brace, The BPS is an 
organisation that enables printers 
to exchange views and experiences, 
pass on hints and tips, and generally 

promote a spirit of craftsmanship and friendliness. 

We have our own very active publishing group, a yearly 
convention, a monthly magazine ‘Small Printer’ and a 
number of active branches across the UK as well as Bristol, 
including London, South Wales, Scotland and Essex, and an 
overseas branch. We are also a good source of second-hand 
printing equipment! The yearly cost of membership is a 
mere £27 (or £42 for overseas members). 

For more information, please contact me via email or 
visit our website at: http://www.bpsnet.org.uk  
Ian Knight – Secretary, BPS Bristol Branch 
bristol@bpsnet.org.uk

Devon Bookbinders Group, UK
All bookbinders, book artists or anyone interested in related 
crafts who lives or works in (or close to) Devon (UK) are 
invited to our monthly get togethers. Sept 3rd, Oct 5th, Nov 
5th, Dec 1st.
 
Bring your current project to work on, or maybe something 
you want some help or advice with, or an interesting book/
tool/item to show and tell - and a packed lunch. Tea, coffee 
& cake provided. Stay all day, or just pop in to say ‘Hello’. 
Free event, small charge for any materials used.
 
For further details please contact Diana Illingworth-Cook
07853 319250, owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or go to 
http://www.owlbarnstudio.uk

Little Free Library, Cochranville, PA
Street Road Artist’s Space is establishing a Little Free Library 
in a Cochranville, Pennsylvania storefront, and invites 
artists’ book submissions as well as suggestions 
for collaboration. On the model of Little Free Libraries 
everywhere (https://littlefreelibrary.org) ours is just a little 
bit bigger than usual: it will fill a 350 sq. ft. storefront by the 
side of Pennsylvania Route 41. 

This community resource offers free, circulating, and 
reserve reading books, as well as children’s book readings, 
art classes and book groups, and dedicated shelves curated 
by community members. The wifi is free and people can 
drop by and grab a book or pull up one of the armchairs 
and spend a comfortable afternoon reading and chatting – 
and if we can be of help so much the better. Our values of 
cooperation, inspiration and a very good cup of coffee will 
sit at the heart of the Little Free Library. As a resource that 
is always free to the community and that seeks to create 
connections between the local community and those farther 
afield we are very grateful if you wish to donate books – 
especially artists’ books. 

To contribute, simply post directly to The Little Free 
Library, 1016B Gap Newport Pike, Cochranville, PA 
19330, USA. (Please indicate whether the work should be 
circulating, non-circulating, or free to give away.) All titles 
will be catalogued on our website. We welcome suggestions 
for collaboration, particularly around library-centered art 
projects and artworks generally: please contact us at 
hello@streetroad.org with ideas. 
http://www.streetroad.org/little-free-library 

Residencies and Internships at WSW, Rosendale, NY USA

Residency Grants

Artist’s Book Residency Grant | 6-8 weeks
This is a 6-8 week residency for artists to produce a limited 
edition book work. Working intensively in our studios, 
artists print and bind their own books, creating an edition of 
50. Includes stipend, materials and travel budget.
Deadline: 15th November 2018
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Art-in-Education Artist’s Book Residency Grant | 
8-10 weeks
This is an 8-10 week residency to create an artist’s book 
and teach young people. Artists divide their time between 
working on their book project and teaching school students 
1-2 days per week at WSW. Includes stipend, materials and 
travel budget. Deadline: 15th November 2018 

Internships

Studio | 6 months
Work directly with the staff and artists for 6 months on 
projects throughout our studios, and assist with the ongoing 
operations of the facility. Includes $400/month, on campus 
housing and unlimited studio access.
Deadline: 1st December 2018

Nonprofit Management | 6 months
Work alongside our operations staff for 6 months and gain 
experience dealing with public relations, event planning, 
and arts administration. Includes $400/month, on campus 
housing and unlimited studio access.
Deadline: 1st December 2018

Apply for any of these opportunities online: 
https://wsworkshop.org/opportunity-calendar/

Women’s Studio Workshop, 722 Binnewater Lane, Kingston, 
NY 12401, USA. https://wsworkshop.org

Field Report 2018 - Field Study began in 1993 as a way of 
reclaiming the negative spaces between art and life. 

Activities stemming from Field Study are emanations and 
group emanations are manifestations. Field Study sees each 
work as a manifestation of a collective spirit. 

Everyone is welcome to become a member of Field Study, 
irrespective of their arts practice, and contribute to the 
Field Report. 

Deadline 31st December 2018.
http://daviddellafiora.blogspot.com

Call for entries: Gallery East in conjunction with Gallery 
Central (North Metropolitan TAFE) Perth. Western 
Australia will be showing Between the Sheets: Artists’ 
Books Exhibition 2019 at Gallery Central, Perth, Western 
Australia, 31st August – 22nd September 2019.

The exhibition will then travel to:
Australian Galleries, Melbourne, Victoria
Manning Regional Art Gallery, New South Wales
(dates to be confirmed)

It is open to any artists working in the field of artist books 
to make application to participate in Between the Sheets, the 
2019 Artists’ Books Exhibition to be held initially at Gallery 
Central, Perth, Western Australia.
   
Eligilibity

Entries:
• must have been completed within the last two years.
• must be the original work of the entrant. 
• free standing works must be preferably no larger than (H) 
300mm x (W) 300mm x (D) 300mm*
• preferably must not weigh more than 9kg.*
• * subject to the selectors’ discretion

Entry Fee: A non-refundable entry fee of AUS $44 (incl. 
GST) per book. 

Information and Entry Form:
All applicants must complete the Entry Form. Submission 
will be deemed to be acceptance of these Conditions.
Exhibitors may submit up to 2 works, either traditional 
artist’s books or artist’s books as objects.
All works will be for sale.
All entry payments (cheques / money orders) should be 
made payable to ‘Gallery East’. This administration fee is 
non-refundable. Payment may also be made by PayPal or 
by providing Gallery East with details of Visa, Mastercard 
or American Express credit cards. Receipts will be emailed 
to applicants.  

All applicants must enclose a CD containing: 
• up to 3 digital images of the entered work. Digital images 
should be saved as 300dpi jpeg files. Each jpeg should be 
saved with the artist’s name and title of work.
• a one-page CV saved as a word document.
• a short artist’s statement limited to 50 words saved as a 
word document.
• CV and artists statements saved as words document. 

All CDs will be retained by Gallery East.

Exhibition organiser:  Gallery East. 0405 698 799. email: 
admin@galleryeast.com.au          
Entries (entry form, CD & entry fee) posted to:
Gallery East, 406 Hamilton Road, Munster, Western 
Australia 6166, Australia
Deadline: Entries must arrive by 5.00pm, 14 June, 2019. 
Late entries will not be accepted.

All information can be found in the conditions of entry link 
at: http://www.galleryeast.com.au/
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From Exitstencil Press: CALL OUT FOR DRAWINGS OF 
STICK PEOPLE
On behalf of an ongoing project for the next 4 years by 
Gee Vaucher we are helping gather as many stick figures as 
possible. They will form part of a book in honour of WW1.

All figures must be hand drawn, which represent all 
those individuals who perished. If you are interested in 
contributing to this project here’s what you need to do:

1. Drawings of stick figures should be on A4 (portrait)
2. Drawings need to be in black on white.
3. What seems to works best is roughly 35 stick figures
across and 28 to 32 lines down. Perfect.
4. Each figure should be roughly 1cm high.
5. Each figure will represent those who died in WW1, so it is 
essential that no digital images or copies are used. 
Please do not add hats or guns.
6. Each page drawn needs to be scanned at 300dpi and saved 
as a jpg. 
7.  ‘Save as’ the number of figures per sheet, i.e. (sticks.1021.
jpg)
8. Please send scans as an attachment to: 
exitstencilpress@gmail.com

Many many thanks.
Here is a sample sheet of 1096 figures we prepared earlier:

http://www.exitstencilpress.com
exitstencilpress@gmail.com
Twitter: Exitstencilpress 

From Rosie Sherwood - turn the page:

Call For Artists
I am thrilled to announce that submissions are NOW 
being accepted for turn the page 2019, a two day artists’ 
book event held in the stunning glass Atrium of The Forum 
building in Norwich City Centre on Friday 17th and 
Saturday 18th May 2019.
 
The only event of its type and calibre in the Eastern Region, 
the fair offers a unique platform for artists whose work is 
book based OR informed by the physical or conceptual 
properties of the book.
 
A variety of exhibiting options are available including tables, 
plinths, wall or floor space and display cabinets and will 
showcase an eclectic mix of work including traditionally 
produced limited editions, zines, folios and multiples, 
sculptural or altered books and book based installation or 
film. Submitting is as simple as completing our submission 
form and sending the very best photos of your work. 

You can find full details on the website: 
https://www.turnthepage.org.uk/submit

Submission Deadline: Friday 21st December 2018 at 
midnight GMT.

Call for Papers - I am delighted to announce that the turn 
the page Symposium will be returning in 2019.
The symposium will he held on 16th May at The Forum in 
Norwich in conjunction with turn the page Artists Book 
Fair 2019.  I am honoured to welcome Les Bicknell and 
Maria White as our Keynote Speakers for 2019. 

The inaugural symposium covered topics as broad as 
appropriation as art, book arts in the library, and the 
book as map. I look forward to receiving your proposals for 
what I are sure will be an equally diverse and exciting day of 
book arts.

The turn the page page Symposium promotes new research 
and is hosted in conjunction with turn the page Artists 
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Book Fair. Proposals are welcome from artists, creators, 
publishers and academics that explore the many facets of 
the artist’s book.
 
Subjects could include but in no way limited to:
The book as object, the book as a journey, curating the 
book, book artists as independent publishers, fine art 
presses, the haptic in book arts, intertextuality, materiality, 
book arts and technology, book arts in special collections, 
collaboration in book arts production.

Abstracts are for twenty-minute papers and should be no 
more than 250 - 300 words. Proposals for papers should be 
sent as attached Word documents, with a short biography 
appended, and submitted by 31st January 2019 to 
ttpbookfair@gmail.com

You can find full details and an optional submissions form 
on the website https://www.turnthepage.org.uk/symposium

CALL TO ILLUSTRATORS / ARTISTS TO CREATE A 
FREE PRINTABLE BOOKMARK FOR WOBODA 2019
International Friends of Bookmarks (IFOB) is a community 
of bookmark lovers with over 100 members all over the 
world who are interested in bookmarks, such as passionate 
readers, bookmark collectors, librarians, illustrators, blog 
editors, product designers, bookshop owners, bookmark 
producers, and others. We invite artists, graphic designers 
and other producers of bookmarks to help celebrate the 3rd 
annual World Bookmark Day in 2019 by sending physical 
bookmarks for the raffle or by submitting a free printable 
bookmark design (uncompressed jpeg, 200 x 75 mm, RGB). 

The design should state WOBODA 25th February 2019 
and have the website www.ifobookmarks.org/woboda on it 
somewhere.  See the website at 
https://www.ifobookmarks.org/woboda.html for examples 
from 2018 and 2017 and for submission details, or write to 
the IFOB editor at ifobeditor@gmail.com

Designs and bookmarks may be submitted at any time 
before 1st February 2019 for next year’s celebration. 
https://www.ifobookmarks.org/woboda.html

Call for entries: All Stitched Up 

An international juried book arts exhibition 
3rd September – 11th December 2019 at Collins Memorial 
Library University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA, USA
Submission deadline 30th April 2019
All Stitched Up is asking for submissions of artists’ books 
from around the globe where stitching is a featured element. 
They may be visible stitches for the binding, text, or images, 
or any technique that leaves evidence of stitches. 
Artists’ books may be from an edition or unique, and 
created from any medium. There is a $10 submission fee for 
up to three works.

To stitch is to join together, to mend, or fasten as with 
stitches – to sew. To stitch is to bring together fabric, paper, 

wounds of the body, or cultural divides. Stitching can be an 
act of healing, hope, practicality, creativity, and revolution. 
All Stitched Up recognises and celebrates the work of book 
artists’ where stitching has become an integral part of the 
visual design. Curators Catherine Alice Michaelis, Jane A. 
Carlin, and Diana Weymar will jury the show and a print 
catalogue will be created.

We are particularly (but not solely) interested in works that 
showcase collaboration and focus on building a sense of 
shared community. That may include collaboration between 
two or more artists, two or more communities, or crowd-
sourced projects. Sewing that joins people and ideas link 
us to historical social and political sewing circles from 
the abolitionist movement of the 1800s, to the corporate 
resistant DIY movement kindled by the Riots Grrrls in 
the 1990s, to the knitting collectives of today that focus on 
the anti-war, pro-science, and pro-choice movements. In 
addition, you may draw inspiration from the embroidered 
books of the Victorian period, the rise of needlecrafts 
during the Arts & Crafts period, and family traditions of 
sewing by machine or hand stitching.

This exhibition will include pages from Diana Weymar’s 
Interwoven Stories project. This includes Refashioning 
Identity, which was created by members of the Puget Sound 
community in 2016/17 as facilitated by Weymar.

2019 Submission & Exhibition Schedule
April 30th – submission deadline
May 25th – notification of acceptance
August 21st – delivery of books by mail or in person
September 3rd – show opens
September 14th – opening celebration
December 11th – show closes
December 30th - January 3rd – return of books

Curators
Catherine Alice Michaelis is an artist, writer, publisher, 
curator, teacher, and most recently – videopoet and 
animator. As proprietor of May Day Press, she is best 
known for her artist’s books that incorporate letterpress 
and pressure printing techniques. In 1998, Catherine began 
to feature sewing in her print work in relation to family, 
intimate secrets, and emotional healing. She collaborates 
often, with both artists and writers, and her 1999 
collaborative project, Stack the Deck: 22 Artists Mark the 
Cards for Women’s Health & Healing, is frequently on show 
somewhere. Her artist’s books have been featured in solo 
and group exhibitions throughout the U.S. and are collected 
in over 80 institutions. Catherine was profiled in the ‘Nature’ 
episode of Craft in America on PBS in 2017. She lives near 
Olympia, Washington.

Jane A. Carlin is currently the Library Director at the 
Collins Memorial Library at the University of Puget Sound. 
Prior to joining Puget Sound, Jane was the Director of 
the Design, Architecture, Art and Planning Library at the 
University of Cincinnati and has also held positions at 
Oxford Brooks University in Oxford, England, University 
of Texas, Arlington and Indiana University-Purdue 
University, Indianapolis. Jane has long been an advocate 
for the artists’ book. Her graduate thesis, A History of Art 
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Book Publishing in Great Britain, serves as the foundation 
for many programs and classes she has taught on the 
art and history of books, including classes on William 
Morris, the history of the book, as well as artists’ books 
and social justice movements. In 2008, Jane brought the 
book arts to the Collins Library and has worked with 
community members to form Puget Sound Book Artists, an 
organisation dedicated to supporting and promoting book 
arts. Jane is the curator of numerous exhibits at the Collins 
Library and currently serves as the Vice-President of the 
PSBA organization.

Diana Weymar lives in Victoria, BC. She has a studio 
practice and is the creator of Interwoven Stories, an 
international textile project. She grew up in the wilderness 
of Northern British Columbia, studied creative writing at 
Princeton, and worked in film in New York City. Interwoven 
Stories has been exhibited and implemented in Colombia, 
Switzerland, Syria, Canada, and the States. She has worked 
with, is working with or had a residency with The Zen 
Hospice Project, The Nantucket Atheneum, The University 
of Puget Sound, UMass Amherst, The Peddie School, The 
Arts Council of Princeton, Build Peace, Trans Tipping Point 
Project, and The Textile Arts Center (Manhattan). Her work 
has been exhibited and collected in the States and Canada. 
She also curated art for the NRG Energy Headquarters in 
Princeton, NJ.

Criteria for submission

• We are limiting submissions to two books per individual 
artist with the allowance of a third if it is created in a 
collaborative fashion, OR up to three collaborative works 
per team.
• Entries must be original and the artist(s) must own 
copyright to the work.
• While works need not be recent, we ask that any works 
submitted not have been previously on display in Western 
Washington.
• Artists’ books that display within the parameters of 16”H 
x 15”W x 14”D are preferred. Artists whose works display 
beyond these guidelines or hang on the wall should begin 
a conversation with the curators, as there is limited space 
outside the locked cases. See photos of gallery and cases on 
our website here: https://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/
academic-resources/collins-memorial-library/all-stitched-
up/about-the-space/
• There is a $10 submission fee for up to 3 works through 
PayPal. Payment must also be received by August 21, 2019. 
The payment is made to All Stitched Up curator, Catherine 
Alice Michaelis at PayPal.Me/CatherineAlice
• Work must be available from August 21st, 2019 to January 
3rd, 2020.
• Entries must match the images submitted with the 
application.

Find a link to our submission process here: 
https://psba.formstack.com/forms/all_stitched_up_
exhibition

For questions, contact Catherine Alice Michaelis: 
maydaypress@gmail.com

----------------------------------------------------------- 
Chino Crafts

 Supporting local artisans in rural Nepal

We bring you finely crafted bookbinding training 
tools and accessories

Carved bone folders, bone clasps,
bookbinding awls, handmade papers and more…

We are also looking for stockists for our artisan products 
in Australia, Europe and the USA 

Your enquiries please: Chino Crafts 
Email: thame2709@gmail.com 
https://www.chinocrafts.com

----------------------------------------------------------- 
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ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS

Bergen Art Book Fair 
Bergen Kunsthall, Norway, 1st-4th November 2018
2-day programme + opening night + 2-day 

Bergen Art Book Fair is an international art book and self-
publishing festival in Bergen, Norway. The fair showcases 
50 local, national and international artists and small press 
publishers. Bergen Art Book Fair is organised by Pamflett, 
previously known as the fanzine initiative Bergen Zines. 
Pamflett is a self-publishing workshop and exhibition space 
for artist’s publications and fanzines. 
http://www.bergenartbookfair.no

FLAT - Fiera Libro Arte Torino
(Turin art book fair), La Centrale, Nuvola Lavazza, Torino, 
Italy, 2nd - 4th November 2018
An international event dedicated to contemporary art 
publications: exhibitions, book launches and meetings with 
professionals and headliners from the art publishing scene.

Wants to effectively play a part in promoting and supporting 
the book, by recognising its important role in the diffusion 
and knowledge of contemporary art contents.

Wants to bring together leading publishers and small 
independent presses, book makers, collectors and book 
lovers, to create a space for promoting the finest and most 
interesting international art editions, from exhibition 
catalogues, monographs, literary essays, and artists’ books, 
to rare and out‐of‐print editions and magazines.

FLAT honours Dieter Roth with an exhibition that will 
present over one hundred of books and the entire body of 
his handwritten diaries, 2nd - 4th November.

La Centrale, Nuvola Lavazza, via Ancona 11/a, Torino, Italy. 
For the complete list of exhibitors see: 
http://flatartbookfair.com/en/exhibitors_2018/

Artists’ Books Now: Place
The British Library, London, UK
5th November 2018, 6.30-8.30pm
A look at books made by artists, designed to stimulate 
thought and inspire. This event’s in-the-round format 
is designed to rise to the open spirit of artists’ books by 
offering an accessible way of exploring them. This evening’s 
artists will ‘think aloud’ about the meanings and pleasures 
of artists’ books focusing on the theme of place. 

Participants include Chris Taylor, the artist and academic, 
the book artist and poet Nancy Campbell, photography 
and video artist Véronique Chance, and the artist Leonie 
Lachlan. They are joined in conversation by the essayist, art 
writer, curator and librarian Clive Phillpot.
  
Knowledge Centre, The British Library
96 Euston Road, London NW1 2DB, UK. £5-8. 
https://www.bl.uk/events/artists-books-now-place

Upcoming UK events with readings / appearances by 
Nancy Campbell as her new book The Library of Ice: 
Readings from a Cold Climate, launches this month 
include:
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5th November, Artists’ Books Now, British Library, London,
9th November, Art and the Arctic, OVADA, Oxford
17th November, Kendal Mountain Festival, Kendal
21st November, Golden Hare Books, Edinburgh, Scotland
22nd November (tbc), Kinross Curling Club, The Green 
Hotel, Kinross, Scotland
26th November, Newcastle Literary Festival, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

Library of Ice, readings from a cold climate, with Nancy 
Campbell at Five Leaves Bookshop, Nottingham, UK
Wednesday, 28th November 2018, 7pm - 8:30pm
http://fiveleavesbookshop.co.uk/events/library-of-ice-
readings-from-a-cold-climate-with-nancy-campbell/

For more information on these events, visit: 
http://nancycampbell.co.uk/calendar/

Hormazd Narielwalla’s new book Paper Dolls 
co-published by Sylph Editions and Concentric Editions 
launches Friday 9th November, 7pm onwards in the  
studio at 17 Kilburn Vale, London NW6 4QL, UK.
Sylph Editions is proud to announce the publication of 
Paper Dolls, a deliciously visual illustrated book on the cut-
out collage artworks of artist Hormazd Narielwalla. Born 
in India and now living in London, with recent shows at 
Southbank Centre and the Royal Academy, Narielwalla has 
carved out his unique place on the contemporary art scene 
as the master puppeteer, instilling new life into paper shapes 
from the past through the creation of rich layers of meaning, 
symbolism and sublime abstract patterns of colour and 
form alike.

The book brings together a collection of his signature 
abstract collage artworks on vintage sewing patterns, 
alongside a set of figurative self-portraits, where 
Narielwalla casts himself as a mysterious geisha. 
Inspired by an encounter in the streets of Soho, the artist 
finds himself delving into the mysteries and contradictions 
of identity in a multifarious world, and takes the viewer 
along, as he conjures up paper dolls, hidden gardens, people 
and portraits.

The book will presented in three editions:
Trade edition, 88-page hardback | £35

Special edition, 225 copies of a 88-page hardback, signed 
and numbered, with eight special page features | £180

Collector’s edition, 25 copies (four hors série), of the 88- 
page signed and numbered hardback with eight special 
page features and a signed and numbered print by Hormazd 
Narielwalla, inside a bespoke box | £445

http://sylpheditions.com/paper-dolls

This year’s Small Publishers Fair will take place at 
London’s Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, on Friday 9th 
and Saturday 10th November, 11am to 7pm. Entry is free.

A record sixty-eight publishers will be there, two thirds of 
them traveling to London from across the UK and further 
afield to take part. Full details here: 
http://smallpublishersfair.co.uk/participants/
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The sequence of photographs starts in South Korea where 
Tom was stationed near a village close to the Demilitarized 
Zone between North and South Korea. The photographs 
continue as he flies away in a helicopter with the village 
disappearing into the snowy and mountainous landscape. 
Later while on a Military Air Command airplane he 
photographed snow-capped Mt. Fuji near the coast of Japan. 
The sequence ends during a trip to Hiroshima. 

The paper of the book is Kozo (tradename Asuka), a 
traditional Japanese paper made from the inner bark of the 
mulberry bush. 

Brad Freeman is an artist and offset printer who has been 
making artist’s books since 1980. He founded The Journal of 
Artists’ Books (JAB) in 1994 in an attempt to raise the level 
of critical inquiry in the field and provide a platform for 
both theoretical and creative expression.

Booking required, please visit https://www.bathspalive.com 
to book. Room CM.134, Commons Building
Newton Park Campus, Bath Spa University, Bath BA2 9BN.

artbook.berlin2018
Kunstquartier Bethanien Kreuzberg
16th-18th November 2018
Organised by corn.elius Brändle and Hanneke van der 
Hoeven. As before artbook.berlin2018 will take place within 
the spaces of Kunstquartier Bethanien at Mariannenplatz, 
Berlin Kreuzberg. There will be an extensive programme of 
readings, book presentations and artist-talks. For the full list 
of exhibitors, visit: https://artbookberlin2018.blogspot.com

Kunstquartier Bethanien, Mariannenplatz 2
Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg, 10997 Berlin, Germany
http://artbookberlin.de/
info@artbookberlin.de

The list includes over ten publishers who are new to the 
Fair, among them Brae Editions (Orkney), Clod Magazine 
(Luton), Double Dagger Press (Cheltenham), The Modernist 
(Manchester) and Timglaset Editions (Malmo). There’s also 
a welcome return for Hoxton Mini Press (London), New 
Arcadian Press (Leeds) and Propolis Books (Norwich).

This year’s exhibition is Laurie Clark - books and printed 
matter. Alongside Thomas A Clark, Laurie runs Moschatel 
Press and Cairn Gallery. As an artist she has collaborated 
with many different small press publishers including, for 
many years, Ian Hamilton Finlay and his Wild Hawthorn 
Press. http://smallpublishersfair.co.uk/exhibition/

Follow us on Instagram: 
https://www.instagram.com/smallpublishers/
http://smallpublishersfair.co.uk

Brad Freeman - Artist’s Book Launch
Tuesday 13th November 2018, 5.30pm
Newton Park Campus, Bath Spa University, Bath, UK
The Making Books Research Centre at Bath Spa University 
is delighted to launch a new artist’s book produced by 
visiting artist Brad Freeman who has been hosted as artist 
in residence in Bath School of Art and Design. 

This limited-edition book Korea— Japan—1963 is based on 
a series of photographs taken by Brad’s father, Tom, a dentist 
in the US Army, while stationed in Korea and Japan in 1963. 
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Gloria Glitzer will be showing new books at the Art Book 
Fair as part of Magical Riso at the Jan Van Eyck Academie, 
Maastricht, The Netherlands, 16th-18th November 2018
https://www.janvaneyck.nl/nieuws/magical-riso-2018/

VOLUMES 2018
Kunsthalle Zürich, Switzerland 
23rd - 25th November 2018
The fifth edition of VOLUMES – Independent Art 
Publishing Fair – will take place on Friday 23rd, Saturday 
24th and Sunday 25th of November - for the first time 
the fair will also be open on Sunday - at the Kunsthalle in 
Zürich. The fair will present a fine selection of local and 
international artists and art books, zines and magazines. 
This hybrid event also features a range of performances, 
readings, presentations, exhibitions, and workshops.

VOLUMES is the only fair for independent art publishing 
in Zürich. This year’s edition takes place at the Kunsthalle 
Zürich, a museum in the Löwenbräu building. On the two 
floors of the museum, the visitors will be able to browse 
through the publishers’ stands, take part in a series of free 
workshops, attend a programme of performances, talks
and exhibitions.

This year’s special focus is titled “SIN NINGUNA 
VERGÜENZA” and will give an understanding of 
independent publishing in Chile. VOLUMES classic 
“International Open Call” exhibition, for which zinesters 
and artists from all around the world donate one of 
their publications, presents a snapshot of the current 
international DIY publishing scene.

Free entrance. Opening hours:
Friday, 17 - 22 h, Saturday, 12 - 20 h, Sunday, 12 - 18 h.
Kunsthalle Zürich, Limmatstrasse 270, 8005 Zürich, 
Switzerland. https://www.volumeszurich.ch

Printing Plant Art Book Fair
Looiersgracht 60, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
23rd – 25th November 2018
In conjunction with Amsterdam Art Weekend, 23-
25 November 2018, Looiersgracht 60 is organising a 
bespoke and intimate 3-day art-book fair for like-minded, 

independent publishers. Artistic print culture has a 
rich narrative in Amsterdam’s history, one that is often 
overlooked. As there is currently no book fair focusing 
on art books in Amsterdam, we would like to take this 
opportunity to offer a new platform for the progressive 
publications that artists and publishing houses are 
producing.

Publishing has assumed an increasingly central position 
within artistic practices. Yet it has become more difficult 
to produce, distribute and present special art books in 
recent years - often due to a lack of funding. Many of the 
beautiful titles that have been published are only on view 
in the shops of a few motivated and specialist booksellers, 
museum bookshops and galleries. Printing Plant will 
present a remarkable selection of artist editions, multiples, 
art catalogues, books, monographs, periodicals and zines 
that are generally unavailable in bookstores. Filling 750 
square meters of exhibition space, the fair will invite visitors 
to learn more from 60 carefully selected independent 
publishers, antiquarian dealers, artists, galleries and 
printmakers who will be showcasing their works throughout 
the weekend. 

The unique housing, and history, of Looiersgracht 60 will be 
utilised to correspond to the etiquette of the fair. Prior to its 
current use as a non-profit exhibition centre for art, design 
and architecture, Looiersgracht 60 was home to a cardboard 
and paper factory that also printed pamphlets, posters 
and cards for artists and museums. The building thus has 
a long-standing connection with the artist community of 
Amsterdam, making it an ideal location for Printing Plant. 
Considering the building’s past, it felt fitting to reiterate 
its previous function to conceive a new platform for 
printed matter.

Looiersgracht 60, 1016 VT Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
http://www.looiersgracht60.org/calendar/event/printing-
plant

KAKO — Enters the moon museum by Franziska Brandt & Moritz 
Grünke - Gloria Glitzer.



Bristol Wayzgoose
Centrespace, Bristol, UK
Saturday 1st December 2018
Letterpress books, posters, prints and cards, new and used 
type, print demos, cafe and bar. 11am-5pm.
Centrespace, 6 Leonard Lane, Bristol BS1 1EA, UK. 
http://theletterpresscollective.org

mumok art book day - Reading Art
mumok, Vienna, Austria, 1st December 2018
Under the motto Reading Art, we are launching Vienna’s 
first art book fair at mumok. We are bringing the book as 
an art form into the museum for a day and turning mumok 
into a meeting place for lovers of books and art. Selected 
representatives of the experimental and independent artist’s 
book scene from Austria and Germany will present a cross 
section of their work. Discover the rich diversity of artists’ 
books and get to know the artists and publishers. A lecture, 
a reading performance and film screenings complete the 
programme.

Participants include backbonebooks, Carivari, Bernhard 
Cella, Gloria Glitzer, Harpune Verlag, Michalis Pichler, 
Rokko’s Adventures, Starship, Ztscrpt and others.

Museumsplatz 1, A-1070 Wien, Austria. 10am-6pm.
https://www.mumok.at/en/events/mumok-art-book-day

Library & Archive Show and Tell
Liver and Lights A Chronicle of Strange Times 
Tate Britain, London, UK, 7th December 2018 
John Bently will talk about the Liver and Lights series at 
Tate Britain in the Archive Rooms on Friday December 7th, 
12.00–14.00. 

Evolving dramatically over the course of its 56 editions in 34 
years (so far), from punk poetry fanzine into DIY manifesto; 
from a celebration of discarded things into a celebration of 
discarded communities, from heartfelt memorial to ranting 
pamphlet, the series functions as a repository of low budget 
reprographics and an uncompromising chronicle of real 
lives lived in strange times.

Liver and Lights also incorporates a wide range of one-
off works of art and related projects, most notably the 
band bonesandtheaft, who interpret and illuminate the 
books through music and live performance, augmented by 
handmade recordings, props, stage sets and costumes.
This Show and Tell will explore highlights from the series 
alongside other related publications from Tate Library 
selected by John Bently, with Jane Bramwell, and Anna 
Golodnitsky.

In the evening after the talk, bonesandtheaft will be 
launching Liver & Lights No. 56 (Part Three) with a live 
performance, also at Tate Britain and also free, as part of a 
Late at the Tate evening where the gallery gets turned into 
a mini festival. You don’t need a ticket for this just come 
on down. They will be performing in The Library Reading 
Room on the ground floor c. 7-8pm.

Free limited tickets for the talk can be reserved here:
https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/talk/library-
archive-show-and-tell-programme/liver-and-lights

Tate Britain, Millbank, London SW1P 4RG, UK.

Catford Comic and Zine Fair
Blythe Hill Tavern, London, UK 
9th December 2018, Fair 12 - 5pm, music 5 - 9pm
Organised by father and son Henry and Stanley Miller.
Exhibitors include: Darren Cullen, Jade King, Tom 
Mortimer, King Louie’s Lab, Nick White, Ben Williams, 
Decadence, Lucy Sullivan, Emilia Mckenzie, David Biskup, 
Joe Decie, Gareth Hopkins, Dave Turbitt, Douglas Noble, 
Wallis Eates, Nicolas Burrows, Kim Clements, Sean 
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Liver & Lights No 56, One Shoe Michael, a London song cycle 2018. 
Photograph ©Chiara Ambrosio
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and Prints, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Dieter Roth (1930–1998) and the Self-Reflexive Artist’s Book
Allison Rudnick. Assistant Curator, Department of 
Drawings and Prints, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

The Photobook as Object
Russet Lederman. Writer, Editor and Co-founder of 10x10 
Photobooks

What is Badlands Unlimited?
Paul Chan. Artist and publisher, Badlands Unlimited, 
New York City

A Moving Target: Perspectives on Building a National 
Collection of Artists’ Books
Mark Dimunation. Chief, Rare Book and Special 
Collections Division. The Library of Congress

Where to Position the Apostrophe in the Idiom “Artists’ 
Publications”: the Legacy of Artists’ Books of the 1960s to the 
Present
David Platzker. Director, Specific Object

In Collaboration With: New Connections and Working 
Together in Art Book Publishing
Sonel Breslav. Director of Fairs, Printed Matter, Inc.

From the Wall to the Page: Artists Making Books
Liliana Dematteis. Private collector, Turin, Italy

The Robert J. Ruben and Yvonne Korshak Ruben Collection of 
Artists’ Books in the Thomas J. Watson Library
Robert J. Ruben. Private collector, New York, NY

Book Structures for Artists’ Books: The Ingenious and 
Self-Destructive
Mindell Dubansky. Museum Librarian, Preservation. 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
 
https://www.facebook.com/metmuseum/

COMAG / MAGAZIN FÜR KUNST GESTALTUNG 
UND BILDUNG. MAGAZINE FOR ART, DESIGN AND 
EDUCATION.
COMAG is a magazine that is published online 4 times a 
year. The contributions come from the neighborhood and 
reflect the broad activities of creative people in words and 
pictures. 

The magazine is a continuation of publications that have 
been put together since 1997 as documentaries of artists’ 
gatherings and activities. Free download at: 
http://correspondance.de/comag/

The Old Stile Press - Nicolas and Frances McDowall, 
interview for Studio International, 11th September 2018
Nicolas and Frances McDowall started the Old Stile Press 
almost 40 years ago. They talk to Studio International about 
the many and varied books they have produced in that time
Studio International visited Frances and Nicolas McDowall 

Azzopardi, John Riordan, Hanna Lee Miller, Elizabeth 
Quertstret, Tim Bird, Hattiecomics, Joe Stone, Olivia 
Sullivan and Gareth Brookes.

The wonderful Broken Frontier will also be running a 
communal table. So if you have a comic or zine please bring 
it along. Live Music includes Scab City, For Humours and 
Sea Foam.

Blythe Hill Tavern, 319 Stanstead Road, London SE23 1JB, 
UK. Live music and poetry, free entry. 
http://www.millertown.co.uk/cczf2018/

INTERNET NEWS

Rosemarie Chiarlone has a new website: Rosemarie 
Chiarlone lives/works in Miami, FL, USA.  Her work 
explores physical and psychological boundaries of human 
connection, creating works which comprise multifaceted 
matters addressing gender, societal and political contexts.

These concepts are created in works on paper, hand-made 
books, photo and video-based work, installations, and 
sculpture. https://www.rosemariechiarlone.com

From Jim Kelly: New from Peter D. Verheyen of a full-day 
programme to be streamed live via The Met’s Facebook 
page on 7th November, beginning at 9:30am (USA time). 
https://www.facebook.com/metmuseum/

A Look at Artists’ Books: Developing Collections at The 
Met

Artists’ Books Before ‘Artists’ Books’: Aleksei Kruchenykh and 
the Russian Avant-Garde
Jared Ash. Associate Museum Librarian, Slavic and Special 
Collections, Thomas J. Watson Library, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art

Production Not Reproduction: Chicago Books and Nexus 
Press
Tony White. Florence and Herbert Irving Associate Chief 
Librarian, Thomas J. Watson Library, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art

Guy Debord and Asger Jorn: Mémoires
Jennifer Farrell. Associate Curator, Department of Drawings 

Truth, a unique book by Rosemarie Chiarlone in collaboration 
with poet Susan Weiner, 2018.
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at their home and print studio in Monmouthshire, and 
spoke to them about the highlights in their nearly 40-year-
long printing and publishing enterprise.

Interview by MK PALOMAR. Filmed by MARTIN 
KENNEDY. Frances and Nicolas McDowall’s the Old Stile 
Press is based in Llandogo, Monmouthshire, UK.
https://vimeo.com/289765518

Studio West End has a new website which also lists all 
the upcoming workshops. The studio, founded by Adele 
Outteridge and Wim de Vos is based in Yeerongpilly, 
Brisbane, Australia.
Adele Outteridge gained her BSc from the University 
of Melbourne in 1967 then worked as an Experimental 
Scientist with CSIRO. She studied with the School of 
Colour and Design in Sydney from 1984-88 and returned 
as lecturer, tutor.  She taught at the Ku-Ring-Gai Art 
Centre from 1983-89. Adele now travels to all states and 
internationally lecturing and teaching. Her work in artists’ 
books, printmaking, sculpture and drawing has been 
exhibited widely, is held in private and public collections 
and has appeared in major publications in Australia 
and overseas.

Wim de Vos migrated to Australia from The Netherlands in 
1959. His study credits include diploma courses in both 
Commercial Illustration and Fine Art with honours in 
Printmaking at the Queensland College of Art. 
He undertook postgraduate studies specialising in etching, 
lithography and bookmaking in 1981-82 at the Jan van Eyck 
Academie, Maastricht, The Netherlands. He has exhibited 
regularly in Queensland, interstate and internationally since 
1979. His artistic repertoire includes printmaking, painting, 
sculpture and artist books. He is represented in public and 
private collections and publications in Australia, the USA, 
the UK and The Netherlands. Find out more about Studio 
West End on the website: https://www.studiowestend.com 

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books Vol 13 No 1
The new issue of The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ 
books is guest edited by Caren Florance, artist and recent 
2018 Critic-in-Residence at ANCA Gallery in Canberra 
This issue focuses on Caren’s PhD project, Collaborative 
Materiality: poets/ poetry/ letterpress/ artist books. Caren 
has invited writers and artists to publish papers associated 
with the 2017 University of Canberra symposium on Poetry 
and the Artist Book. Contributors include: Susan Wood, 
Caren Florance and Marian Crawford plus artists’ pages 
and interventions by Monica Carroll, Nicci Haynes and 
Paul Uhlmann. Cover, badge and sticker designs by Caren 
Florance and Angela Gardner.

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books Vol 13 Nos 1 and 
2. Publication dates: October 2018 and April 2019.
Pre-order the forthcoming volume. £10 covers 
subscription for both issues, badge and stickers:
https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/publications/
impact-press-publications/the-blue-notebook-journal-for-
artists-books-vol-13-1-2
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IN RETAIL 
Jeremy Dixon
Published by Arachne Press

Pre-orders now welcome for February 2019 release.
While working in a well-known pharmacy chain, Jeremy 
Dixon found surprising inspiration. His poems were 
written on the ends of till rolls and smuggled out in his 
socks. Anyone who has ever worked in retail will recognise 
the characters and situations, and the management-speak 
absurdities; but Jeremy also brings his perspective as a gay 
man to bear, with witty and wicked results.
Cover design by K R Threlfall.

IN RETAIL is now available for pre-order from Arachne 
Press, with free UK p&p). Publication due 7th February 
2019, pre-order now and get a free ‘In Retail’ badge. 
Order link: https://arachnepress.com/shop/#!/In-Retail-by-
Jeremy-Dixon/p/112873186/

Artist’s Book Yearbook 2018-2019
Published by Impact Press at The Centre for Fine Print 
Research, University of the West of England, Bristol 
Essays: With her regular page for bookartbookshop, Tanya 
Peixoto celebrates Kelly Wellman; Endangered Species of 
Book by John Bently, ponders the disappearance of paper-
based books from our daily routines; Liminal Moments At 
The Edges: Reading Montage Narratives in Artists’ Books by 
Victoria Cooper explores some examples of the montage 
within bookworks by Australian artists held within the State 
Library of Queensland, Brisbane; Peter Seddon Reviews 
the exhibition Press & Release 2016: Technology and the 
Evolution of The Artist’s Book at Phoenix Brighton, UK; 
Josh Hockensmith of the Joseph C. Sloane Art Library at the 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, USA, explains 
The Artists’ Books Critical Index Project, gathering citations 
of where specific artists’ books are mentioned or pictured 
in literature about artists’ books; Egidija Čiricaitė considers 
In the Space of Time - the metaphor of book space as “time” 

in artists’ books from the Prescriptions collection held at the 
University of Kent Special Collections and Archives, UK; 
in unfoldingthinking - Making Book Art with Scientists, Les 
Bicknell reflects on his recent artist’s residency at the Centre 
for Doctoral Training in Nanoscience and Technology at 
Cambridge University, UK, and the bookworks produced to 
date; from Poland, in What if my artist’s book is not really an 
object…, Anna Juchnowicz discusses her long-term project 
using printmaking, artists’ books and installation to express 
ideas from the poetry of Sappho today; in BEEZER: Library 
Interventions, Nick Norton reflects on the artists, designers, 
writers and performers participating in the interventions 
programme at Leeds College of Art, UK. Since 2013 Library 
Interventions has been making the creative potential of the 
library visible to a wide audience; in Un-Flattened: Book Arts 
and the Artist’s Map, Rosie Sherwood, UK, asks from the 
perspective of a book artist - Can a map be a reflection of a 
place, an experience, an emotional response?

Cover design: Tom Sowden. Artists’ pages by: Stephan 
Erasmus, Gloria Glitzer, Kellie Hindmarch, Sarah Jacobs, 
Sophie Loss, Hazel Roberts, Tricia Treacy, and Claire Yspol.

The listings sections detail some of the vast amount of artists’ 
books activity, education and discussion taking place 
around the world and include: Artist’s Book Publishers & 
Presses; Bookshops for artists’ books; Artist’s Book Dealers; 
Galleries & Centres; Collections, Libraries & Archives; 
Artist’s Book Fairs and Events; Book Arts Courses and 
Workshops; resources for Design, Print & Bind; Print 
and Papermaking Studios; Journals and Magazines; 
New Reference Publications; Organisations, People, 
Projects and Societies.

In the Artists’ Books Listings section, you can discover 400+ 
examples of new artists’ books from the information sent in 
by artists in the following countries: Argentina, Australia, 
Belgium, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Norway, Poland, Russia, Serbia, South Africa, 
Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands, the UK and the USA. 
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240pp, 21 x 29.7 cm, black and white offset litho, colour 
cover. ISBN 978-1-906501-12-9, September 2017. 
Please order your copy online at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/publications/artists-book-
yearbook.html

Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours!
In January 2019 Impact Press will move to a new office on 
campus. Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours 
with our artists’ books reference publications. 
We have two bundles available: 

2 x randomly selected back issues of the Artist’s Book 
Yearbook for a bargain £10!

5 x randomly selected back issues of The Blue Notebook 
journal for artists’ books for a bargain £10! 
Both available at: http://bit.ly/28N29s4

Batool Showghi will launch a new series of artists’ books at 
the Small Publishers Fair in London. 

Based on the immigrants’ journey of displacement.
Stitching and textile on sewing machine with the use of 
Farsi text which describes the immigrants thoughts, hopes 
and despair. http://www.batoolshowghi.com

New books from Ma Bibliothéque:

New in The Constellations series
Rebecca La Marre, Love is the Language that Sex Speaks

Fabienne Bideaud & Sharon Kivland, Our Libraries / Nos 
Bibliothèques
 
New in The Good Reader series, pamphlets that address 
reading, as both virtue and duty
Derek Beaulieu, L’Echec de Perec
Penny McCarthy, La Biblioteca de Babel
Rona Lorimer, Livre, Livret, Liver
 
BOOKS ARE AVAILABLE FROM 
http://www.sharonkivland.com/ma_bibliotheque.html

New artists’ books by Daniel Lehan, launching at the Small 
Publishers Fair London:

Henri Rousseau’s Paintings of Glen Coe
12.8 x 19 cm, 17 pages, laser printed, stab bound, £10.00

Inverness, The Cairngorms And The Great Glen, collaged 
with text from How To Drive A Car 
13.2 x 19.8 cm, 15 pages, laser printed, stab bound, £10.00

Batool Showghi, The immigrants, artist’s book, 2018
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AAA to ZZZ
Guy Bigland

This book contains all possible 3-character combinations of 
the letters of the alphabet in alphabetical order.
Perfect-bound Paperback. Limited edition of 26, 56 pages, 
22.5 x 22 cm. Price £18.00. Available for purchase at: 
https://www.guybigland.com/shop

No Sign of Canals on Mars – 
The illustrated travel diaries of Eileen Burke 
Tim Daly, Fugitive Press, 2018

From 1960 to 1979, teacher Eileen Burke created twenty-
three illustrated travel diaries with her friend Flo Boyde 
whilst enjoying long summer holidays touring in their car 
and cruising the rivers Lee and Stort with their boat, the 
‘Lillian Maud’. 

Eileen’s diaries contain a curious mixture of watercolours 
and souvenirs in a scrapbook style, using thick sticky 
Sellotape to anchor collected ephemera and towpath finds. 
Eileen’s instinct for functional ship’s log-style writing 
creates a briskly paced narrative, which is equally useful for 
describing stop-offs, lunches and also her disappointment 
in the behaviour of fellow travellers. She was bitten by 
the travel bug, but especially space travel. On the 13th 
August 1962, Eileen saved a press clipping showing Russian 
Cosmonauts orbiting the earth and notes alongside that 

The Isle Of Skye A Handbook For Tourists
12.8 x 19.8 cm, 14 pages, laser printed, stab bound, £10.00

Lets See Glen Coe
12.6 x 18.8 cm, 13 pages, laser printed, stab bound, £10.00

Maintain A Light Contact
19.8 x 12 cm, 8 pages, laser printed, pamphlet bound, £5.00

Road Signs That Make For Safety
14.5 x 10.4 cm, 6 pages, laser printed, pamphlet bound, 
£5.00

A L’école Nationale D’élevage (At The National Breeding 
School) 
6 x 9.5 cm, 6 pages, laser printed, staple bound, £3.00

http://www.daniel-lehan-books.co.uk

b.a.c.H. Taschenkalender 2019 

The Book Arts Centre Halle’s annual calendar is now 
available to order. Each year a hand printed calendar is 
editioned in 250 copies as a fundraiser for the centre.
€ 19 to order, email: post@bookartcenterhalle.de



she and Flo “had a hurried lunch” and later “had quite a 
long walk to have a cuppa at a transport café in Bishop’s 
Stortford.”

No Sign of Canals on Mars is an artist’s book created by Tim 
Daly and Nina Esmund in collaboration with the National 
Waterways Museum and Canal & River Trust. Containing 
tactile reproductions of the diary pages with stuck in 
ephemera inserts and tipped in souvenirs. Alongside 
this is a small wallet of real photographic prints printed 
from Eileen’s original colour slides. Housed in a museum 
style clamshell box, the publication aims to be a kind of 
distributed archive allowing readers to handle and scrutinise 
works that would otherwise be inaccessible. 

Printed with litho, riso, inkjet and c-type photographic 
prints, the book is the first title published by Fugitive Press, 
established by Tim Daly to explore untypical materials, 
non-sequential reading, physical interaction and touch. 

No Sign of Canals on Mars is an edition of 45 and available 
for £30 (+p&p) from http://www.fugitivepress.co.uk

ISBN 9781909388062
Darren Marsh
ISBN 9781909388062 began with the proposition of 
creating a book using its own ISBN as a start point. 
The ISBN, a machine readable code, is used to recognise and 
identify the product form of books. It contains information 
pertaining to language, publisher and publication, but 
not the work inside. So, what happens when the systems 
<ProductIdentifier> the ISBN becomes the content? 
How is it re-coded? And how is it re-read?

 

An edition of 10 
published 2018. 
Content, design 
and production by 
Darren Marsh. 
328 x 29.7 cm. 
16-page concertina 
fold. Archival digital 
print on 70gsm 
Japanese Kozo paper. 
Archival digital printed 
Kozo paper covers. 
Printed paper band 
with title.

The following link provides further information and visual 
documentation of the edition: http://www.darrenmarsh.
co.uk/Books/ISBN9781909388062.htm 
Price on request from:
http://www.darrenmarsh.co.uk/kontakt.htm
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THE WEDDING OF SIR GAWAIN
Dmitry Sayenko, 2018
A Modern English Rendering by James J. Owens from the 
1839 Transcription by Frederick Madden. This adaptation 
into contemporary English is published for the first time. 
Each copy is accompanied by a separate volume (soft cover, 
linocut on handmade paper) with the full version of the 
text. The main volume contains the artist’s illustrations and 
fragments of the text.

Size: 245 x 342 x 25 mm. More than 50 colour linocuts 
by Dmitry Sayenko. Main typeface: Baskerville 18pt. 
Handmade paper, printing direct from the blocks, book 
binding by the artist. Cover: 100% linen cloth glued on 
cardboard, insert: linocut on handmade paper. Edition: 20 
copies numbered & signed. Special slipcase which contains 
both volumes. Contact the artist for more details: 
nikodim-book@yandex.ru | nikodim-publish@mail.ru

KAKO — Enters the moon museum
Franziska Brandt & Moritz Grünke, Gloria Glitzer
KAKO — Enters the moon museum is an artist’s book in 
memoriam to the to Polish sculptor Katarzyna Kobro 
(1898–1951). The package also includes a reprint of the first 
issue of »Blok« from 1924 including a postcard.

First Edition: Artists’ book, 44 pages, 19.5 x 14 cm, 8 colour 
Risograph print, glue bound with black glue, Edition of 150 
copies (numbered).
Blok reprint 4 pages, 20 x 28.5 cm, 1 colour Risograph print 
& 1 offset postcard with sticker.
More details at: http://gloriaglitzer.de/kako

#Great Again #Believe Me 
Karen Hanmer
From Access Hollywood through the Mueller investigation 
to white nationalist support, #Great Again #Believe Me 
documents contemporary American personalities, 
pronouncements, slogans, scandals, policies and crimes, 
complemented by the metaphor of a deconstructing US 
Capitol. Housed in clamshell of archival board.

Jacob’s Ladder: Pigment inkjet prints, binders’ board, 
polypropylene. Photo courtesy of the Library of Congress.
21.5 x 2.5 x .125 extended | 3.5 x 2.5 x .75 closed | inches
54.5 x 6.5 x .5 extended | 9 x 6.5 x 2 closed | cm
Edition of 30 | 2018 | $300. Available at: 
http://karenhanmer.com
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Phantomwise Flew the Black Cockatoo
A collaboration conceived and written by book artists
Sue Anderson & Gwen Harrison, Impediment Press
Twenty Five copies of Phantomwise Flew the Black Cockatoo
were printed at Impediment Press in Sydney 2016-2017.
Letterpress printed text on a Potter Proof Press. 12 original 
sugarlift and aquatint etchings by Gwen Harrison, printed 
from the copperplates on Magnani ‘Revere’ 300gsm 100% 
cotton rag paper. Sue Anderson handset the Caslon lead 
type and wood type. Some photopolymer plates used for 
newspaper images and two quoted stories. Abstract leather 
binding in hand dyed kangaroo, with sugarlift etching 
on Magnani ‘Revere’. The book has been bound by Sue 
Anderson and Wayne Stock.

For more information, please visit:
https://impedimentpress.com.au/works/phantomwise-flew-
the-black-cockatoo

Bound: 15 beautiful bookbinding projects
Rachel Hazell
Published by Kyle Books
In this accessible collection of creative projects, 
Rachel Hazell shares exciting paper crafting techniques 
to develop your bookbinding skills. After explaining the 
tools and materials needed, Rachel takes you through each 
project with step-by-step instructions. Different techniques 
for cutting and folding are demonstrated, and, once you are 
happy with the various techniques, you will then begin to 
bind your own books with stitches such as ladder, dash 
and chain. 

Projects include The Slit Book, A Concertina with Pockets 
and The Three-Hole Pamphlet Stitch, which can then be 
developed further to create unique and personal handmade 
notebooks, books and keepsakes that are not only fun 
and satisfying to make, but also make wonderful gifts. So 
whether you have already tried your hand at bookbinding 
or are a complete beginner, Rachel’s knowledge and passion 
will inspire you to explore the many possibilities of bookart.

https://www.thetravellingbookbinder.com/product/bound/

Intermedia, Fluxus and the Something Else Press:
Selected Writings by Dick Higgins
Edited by Steve Clay and Ken Friedman
Published by Siglio 
There are few art-world figures as influential - and as 
little known - as Dick Higgins (1938-1998), co-founder 
of Fluxus, “polyartist,” poet, scholar, theorist, composer, 
performer and, not least, the publisher of the Something 
Else Press. In 1965 he restored the term “intermedia” to the 
English language, giving it new dimension to recognise the 
dissolution of boundaries, the expansion of liminal spaces 
between traditional modes of art making, and the open field 
for new forms that cannot be compartmentalised. His own 
contributions to intermedia are many - as a participant and 
instigator of Happenings, as writer and composer straddling 
traditional and vanguard forms, among others - but it was 
the Something Else Press (1963-1974) that redefined how 
“the book” could inhabit that energised, in-between space. 

Often compared with John Cage and Marcel Duchamp, 
Dick Higgins’s contributions to twentieth century culture 
and the avant-garde are numerous, not least of which 
is his commitment to the space of the book as a site for 
experimentation. The Something Else Press was as much 
a critical statement and radical experiment as it was a 
collection of books by some of the most luminary artists and 
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writers of the twentieth century: Gertrude Stein, John Cage, 
Ray Johnson, Dieter Roth, Bern Porter, Emmett Williams, 
Robert Filliou, George Brecht, among many others. Along 
with his Great Bear pamphlet series and the Something 
Else Press newsletter, Higgins exploited and subverted 
conventional book production and marketing strategies to 
get unconventional and avant-garde works into the hands of 
new and often unsuspecting readers.

Edited by Granary Books publisher Steve Clay and 
Fluxus artist Ken Friedman, this judiciously curated and 
indispensable compendium of essays, theoretical writings 
and narrative prose by Higgins dives deep into the ever-
influential ideas that he explored in theory and practice. 
Clay and Friedman have chosen works that illuminate 
his voracious intellectual appetite, encyclopaedic body 
of knowledge, and playful yet rigorous experimentation 
(which is mirrored in a substantial index). Along with a 
wide-ranging selection that includes many writings long 
out-of-print or difficult to find, the book includes a highly 
illustrated section devoted to the Something Else Press with 
a complete checklist accompanied by Higgins’s writings 
about each book he published. 

Now in its tenth year, Siglio is a mission-driven press that 
publishes uncategorisable and uncommon books that 
inhabit the space between literature and the visual arts. It is 
fiercely independent publishing, driven by its feminist ethos 
and its commitment to artists and writers who obey no 
boundaries, pay no fealty to trends and invite readers to see 
the world anew by reading word and image in provocative, 
unfamiliar ways. 

Publication date: 20th November 2018 | $35 | PB | 7.25 
x 9.75  | 364 pages. 100+ colour & 100+b/w illustrations. 
ISBN: 978-1-938221-20-0. Available at: 
http://sigliopress.com/book/dick-higgins/

The Practical Visionary 
Chris McCabe & Sophie Herxheimer
Hercules Editions
Poet / writer Chris McCabe and poet / artist Sophie 
Herxheimer have created a series of original poems, collages 
and etchings around the visionary work of William Blake 
and on the psychogeographical terrain of Blake’s Lambeth. 

The project is inspired by and celebrating the bi-centenary 
of Blake’s last writing in his notebook of 1818, in which 
appeared first drafts of ‘The Tyger’ and the first version of 
‘London’.

The unique printworks have been created at Slaughterhaus 
Printmaking Studios in Lambeth, just a short walk from 
where Blake lived on Hercules Road. Limited signed edition 
of 300, 2018, ISBN 978-0-9572738-8-7, 48pp. Price £10. 
Available to buy at: 
http://herculeseditions.blogspot.com/2018/09/the-practical-
visionary.html

SOME RECENT BOOKS BY PAT HODSON
My books have always reflected my practice: some recording 
my response to place and time, others which explore the 
physicality of the surface, whether paper, or more unusual 
materials, print techniques and technologies. 
How I tested the limits of the inkjet printer (and inks) from 
my earliest digital sequences in the late 90s and the gradual 
resolving of colour issues on hand made tactile and very 
absorbent substrates.

I am in process of compiling an archive - documenting 
books from the first 12 piece visual sequence I made around 
1990 to test the purity of dye colour by overlaying primary 
hues, then washing away chemical residues. I asked myself 
how far I could go. At what point would spatial ambiguity 
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give way to visual confusion? The results were revealing – 
how dye colour, randomly and repeatedly overlaid, retains 
its luminosity. Each variation of tone, hue and tint has a 
quite extraordinary purity, unique to this particular process. 
Dye hues are of course fugitive, and while colour on some 
of the wall based panels I made at this time have changed, 
those of this sequence, only occasionally opened, remain as 
bright as they were then.

A selection of books can be seen at the Small Publishers 
Fair, Conway Hall, 9th & 10th November with Artists 
Books Online:

TRACES 
In this book I wanted to explore interference colour. Pages 
are Inkjet pigment printed over a paper collage in which 
shapes pigmented with interference colour were pasted 
under a layer of very thin and translucent Abaca tissue. 
What interests me is how the colour appears and disappears 
as pages are lifted, and light moves over the surface.

2018, 16 pages, 30 x 20 cm (opened out size 60 x 20 cm). 
Print edition: limited to no more than 5 copies, on unique 
collage substrate of paper and silk.

COLOURWEB
Pages of encapsulated Abaca tissue, laser-cut, interspersed 
with Melinex pages, coloured by thermal transfer. Covers, 
laser etched acrylic sheet. Transparent thread. 
2018, 40 pages, 17.5 x 24 x 2.5cm. Unique book

GLISTEN, no 2
A glimpse of what is within, beneath and beyond. 
Pages are white, layered abaca tissue, with embedded 
metallic fragments; some real, (precious metal such as gold, 
white gold and silver) some fake, (acrylic and mica based). 
Pages pierced and punched. Cover and box: encaustic 
collage on Manilla wrapping paper. Exposed back with 
Coptic chain stitch binding. 2017, 17.3 x 13 cm, 40 pages. 
Unique book

 
PAPER WEB V CUT 
Transclear paper, lasercut, 2018, size, 24 x 18 x 2 cm
Artist’s proof copy

NEST 3 
Transclear paper, lasercut, 2017, 24 x 136 x 8.5 cm
Artist’s proof copy

For more information, visit:
https://pathodsonsnotebook.wordpress.com or follow the 
link from my website http://www.pathodson.co.uk

Two new artists’ books by Joachim Schmid

One Hundred Things to Remember
Insufficient memory is as common as it is unpreventable. 
Or so we think. Countless techniques were developed to 



improve our mnemonic skills, however, most of them were a 
dubious success for most of us. They went out of date when 
we started to rely on electronic storage of data. One Hundred 
Things to Remember is based on one book suggesting a 
visual approach to improving memory. 

Taken out of context and viewed from a distance of nearly 
seventy years, the combinations of simple words and 
drawings turn out to be an absurd selection of random 
signs, a form of unintentional poetry reminding us of a time 
when computers with virtually unlimited memory were not 
even a dream yet.

2018, digital print, b/w, 14.8 x 10.5 cm, 108 pages, softcover, 
sewn, 100 copies. 14 €. Available at: 
http://www.lumpenfotografie.de/2018/10/15/one-hundred-
things-to-remember/

Art Peace China Daily
In springtime 2018 I spent a few weeks inside the modern 
world’s dystopian dream, living under constant video 
surveillance and being identified by face recognition 
software wherever I went. The authorities aim to control 
everybody and everything with an ever-growing number 
of cameras. The daily paper informed me of whatever 
anomalies the omnipresent cameras recorded and also what 
had escaped them. Art Peace China Daily is the report of my 
sojourn in this country.

2018, digital print, b/w 14.8 x 10.5 cm, 72 pages, softcover, 
perfect bound edition of 100 copies.
http://www.lumpenfotografie.de/2018/09/01/art-peace-
china-daily/

Announcing the 23 Sandy Gallery Exhibition Archive
Over the first 10 exhilarating years of 23 Sandy Gallery, 
we organised 20 international, juried book art exhibitions. 
These shows featured unique and limited-edition artist 
books, broadsides, letterpress printing, calligraphy and 
more—really, any form of book and paper art.

Each themed exhibition presented 50 to 75 works by up 
to 60 artists from across United States as well as Japan, 
Germany, England, Argentina, Australia and all points 
in between. Most of the shows were juried by respected 
librarians and curators who always brought rigorous, 
thoughtful, intelligent consideration to their selection of 
works that were included in the exhibition.

In what came to be an integral part of these exhibitions, we 
published full-colour printed catalogues for 16 of
those 20 juried shows. The 23 Sandy Gallery Exhibition 
Archive 2007-2017 is a boxed set of all 16 juried exhibition 
print catalogues presented in a custom acrylic box. The set 
also includes a four-panel brochure listing all 93 exhibitions 
presented in the gallery over those first 10 amazing years. 
$400.

http://23sandy.com/works/products-page/gift-ideas/the-23-
sandy-gallery-exhibition-archive-2007-2017

A New Thank You Book Celebrating Sandra Kroupa’s 50 
Year Anniversary at UW, by Laura Russell

Thank You Book #4 debuted at a beautiful event celebrating 
Sandra Kroupa and her 50-year anniversary working in the 
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Special Collections Library at the University of Washington. 
Sandra is a passionate supporter of book arts and more 
importantly - book artists.

The tunnel book pages spell out Sandra’s own words to 
live by, “Inspiration. Commitment. Transformation.” She 
has sincerely inspired, shown a deep commitment to, and 
transformed the lives of countless book artists over the 
years. Through her work we have all learned to think deeper 
about our work and our lives—and we are better in so many 
ways thanks to her dedication.

Download your free copy here: http://23sandy.com/works/
blog-postings/23-sandy-thank-you-book-3-celebrating-
sandra-kroupas-50-years

New artists’ books from Lendroit éditions:

OW OW OW
Jean-Marc Ballée
OW OW OW presents a series of inkings specific to 
graphic work by Jean-Marc Ballée for his exhibition at 
Lendroit éditions. Deep black and shades of gray emphasise 
references to painting, American comic books and the 
gestural work of inking. 42 x 29 cm / 16 pages / edition of 
50. 40€. http://www.lendroit.org/catalogue/fiches/1532-
OW-OW-OW

112 noms d’artistes corrigés par Open Office
Brieg Huon

The artists’ names come from the Wikipedia article “List 
of artists in contemporary art”, of which 112 names were 
selected by Brieg Huon (on the criterion of “knowledge” or 
not of the artist), and corrected by Open Office. 9 x 13 cm / 
126 pages / edition of 200. 15€.
http://www.lendroit.org/catalogue/fiches/1529-112-noms-d-
artistes-corriges-par-Open-Office

The Art of the Fold
Hedi Kyle and Ulla Warchol
Laurence King Publishing / October 2018 / 192 Pages / 
Hardcover
Pioneering book artist Hedi Kyle, in collaboration with her 
daughter, Ulla Warchol, shows you step-by-step how to 
use folding techniques to create thirty-five of Hedi’s most 
popular inventions. Projects include flag books, blizzard 
books, the fishbone fold, and nesting boxes, among others. 
An insight into the work of a truly skilled artist, this book 
was written to inspire others to experiment with new realms 
of making and conceptualisation using the art of the fold. 
£24.99. Order online at:
https://www.laurenceking.com/product/the-art-of-the-fold/

The Library of Ice: Readings from a Cold Climate
Nancy Campbell, Scribner UK
Nancy Campbell’s new book tells the story of her 
investigations of ice across Europe and the Arctic, and draws 
to a conclusion seven years of work on the polar regions.

Long captivated by the solid yet impermanent nature of 
ice, by its rugged beauty, Nancy Campbell sets out from the 
world’s northernmost museum – at Upernavik in Greenland 
– to explore it in all its facets. She traces its appearance in 
archives, from seventeenth-century scientific texts held in 
the Bodleian Library to Victorian wood engravings by the 
‘Dalziel Brothers’ in the British Museum Print Room. 
She also meets contemporary artists, whose work examines 
the impact of ice on our lives at a time when it is itself under 
threat from climate change. 
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The book considers the part the polar environment has 
played in the history of printing and conservation, from a 
fire in the first Arctic library to the ice cores extracted polar 
ice-sheets from which can been seen as the very oldest form 
of nature writing. 

The Library of Ice is a fascinating and beautifully rendered 
evocation of the interplay of people and their environment 
on a fragile planet, and of a writer’s quest to define the value 
of her work in a disappearing landscape.

Scribner UK, 336 pages, £14.99 HB. ISBN 9781471169311
Also available as audio and e-book. Available here: 
http://www.simonandschuster.co.uk/books/The-Library-of-
Ice/Nancy-Campbell/9781471169311 or in bookshops from 
1st November 2018.

The Word is Art
Michael Petry, Thames & Hudson 
A global overview of how contemporary artists incorporate 
text and the written word into work that speaks to some 
of the most pressing issues of the 21st century. Digital 
communication has seen the word as text permeate life in 
ways that the poets and artists of yesterday could never have 
imagined. Presenting a history of word- and book-based art, 
and examining major areas where the word has dominated 
artistic practice, this book takes us on a fascinating and 
richly illustrated global tour of diverse contemporary 
art forms. 

What value can text hold in the sphere of visual art? 
How is such text different from poetry? Can the poetic 
itself be visual art, or is text in this context consigned to the 
realms of gimmick and catchphrase? Looking at the work 
of a broad range of artists including Bruce Nauman, Julien 
Breton, Jeremy Deller, Tracey Emin, Jenny Holzer, Shirin 
Neshat and many more, The Word is Art examines each of 
these questions, contending above all that in the digital age, 
words have become more important than ever. 

With the advent of texting and social media, many predicted 
the debasement of language, and some have pointed to 
evidence of this in our so-called ‘post-truth’ culture. 
Michael Petry demonstrates that, on the contrary, words 
remain critical, powerful and central to art practice.

288 pp, 250 illustrations, published October 2018 by Thames 
& Hudson. £39.95. Available at: https://thamesandhudson.
com/the-word-is-art-9780500239667

WAR & PEACE
Christina Mitrentse 

Wounded Book series - Bullet hole on book (shot with 
Winchester 4.8 Caliber Rifle, under licensed conditions), 
by Christina Mitrentse ©mitrentse18.
http://christinamitrentse.com/wounded-books-3/
Featured in a new publication THE WORD IS ART by 
Michael Petry, Thames & Hudson, October 2018.
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Residual Stacks 
Kate Morrell
This book is the result of a residency at Sitterwerk Art 
Library and Material Archive, Switzerland. Supported by 
Arts Council England and the British Council. 2018, edition 
of 50, 40pp., 210 x 170mm, b&w images, perfect bound.

Pleats is the imprint of London-based visual artist Kate 
Morrell, producing artists’ books, printed matter and 
occasional small multiples. Introducing a new title: 
Residual Stacks, available via http://www.pleatspress.com

New artists’ books by Otto:

Dark Matter
Some years ago, I made the book Dot Screen Print and 
the associated print Molecules. Dark Matter picks up the 
subject and explores the issue of super-imposing patterns 
further, touching on issues relating to quantum physics 
and astronomy.

Printed on a single sheet, folded into square panels. The 
stiches on the cover are printed on, for decorative purposes 
only. It is the same format as Paradise, but half the size. 
Screenprinted in 4 colours each side, of which two are black.  
Text, images, concept by Otto. Text from Old Testament. 
Edition of 100, 2018. £40. More information and order link: 
http://www.ottographic.co.uk/bookart/folded/dark-matter.
html

Paradise
This is a book about snakes framed by the story of the fall of 
Adam and Eve. But this time it is from the view of the snake. 
In my story the snake is the hero, and the people are the bad 
characters.

Book printed on a single sheet, folded into square panels. 
The format is inspired by a large triptych in the V&A, 
illustrating the Revelations in square panels, surrounded by 
text. £65
http://www.ottographic.co.uk/bookart/folded/paradise.html

MADE IN INDIA
A large size screenprinted edition by Franticham at 
Redfoxpress, Ireland
From ephemera, packaging, maps, stationery, school books 
and leaflets collected in India during travels in the 70s and 
80s. 33 x 49 cm limited edition book. (13” x 19.3”). 
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28 screen prints on Korean Hanji paper. The cover is made 
of jute from Bengal and painted wood. 69 signed and 
numbered copies. September 2018. 350 euro / 310 GBP / 
420 $US. Order by email at info@redfoxpress.com or by 
Paypal at: http://redfoxpress.com/FH-india.html

The Liquid Fault Line
Sarah Nicholls
The Liquid Fault Line is the Summer 2018 Informational 
Pamphlet. It addresses strategic retreat from the shoreline in 
an age of rising sea levels. What are the costs? What if you 
don’t want to leave your home and community? What are 
the various adaptation strategies and who benefits? 
What will happen if we don’t plan ahead?

Letterpress and linocut on French Paper Co. paper. 
Accordion fold. Edition of 200. $20, available at:
https://www.brainwashingfromphonetowers.com/product/
the-liquid-fault-line/

Compostion
A new book by Stefan Szczelkun - to be published 5th 
November 2018
A book of 17 photographs taken of my compost caddy 
whenever I found the contents interesting because of 
the colours or composition of elements or both. The 
photographs were taken with natural light from a skylight 
which gives a variation in the speed and aperture used. 
This information is recorded on the facing page with date 
of capture. The camera used was always a Sigma DP2 with 
Foveon sensor.

Finding beauty in chaos and decomposition appealed to 
my anarchist and anti-art sensibility. Representing still 
life or flora at the peak of its perfection reeks of petrified 
ideologies. Decomposition suggests that the formal relations 
we hold dear are subject to a continual state of change. 

Matter readied for breakdown by benign organisms reminds 
me that the world is ‘on our side’. What is discarded can 
contribute to tomorrows new growth. 

“The beautiful arrangements of rooting vegetable matter 
in Compostion entice and repel simultaneously. They are 
like the lovely matter of the commodity. It is as though each 
scene or frame has been arranged with a painterly eye for 
detail, for colour, for form, producing a still-life after Dutch 
painting of the seventeenth century that reminds the viewer 
of transience, death and putrefaction, of the corpse one will 
become; or the austere paintings of Cotàn, his ‘bodegónes’ 
representing the everyday through arrangements of 
vegetables in a shallow and precisely defined space. 
There is a similar light and a similar high drama in 
Szczelkun’s photographs, a quiet constraint that then 
rebounds on reflection.”  Sharon Kivland

I had such a big response when I circulated proof copies for 
quotable feedback, I was taken aback. I was grateful for the 
deep thought that people, who I often hardly knew, had put 
in to their contributions. I was also in awe and gratified at 
how clearly my thought processes communicated through 
such visual material. I decided to include the contributions 
in full on mywebpage as they could only be quoted on 
Central Books’ webpage and in other publicity material.  
http://stefan-szczelkun.blogspot.com/2018/09/compostion-
advance-information-of-new.html

Compostion, ISBN 9781-870736-17-6. 17 large Premium 
colour photographs plus an Afterword. 36 pages, 216 x 280 
mm landscape hardback. Retail price: £18.00
Publication date 5th November 2018.
Distributed by Central Books (from whom you can also 
order single copies): http://www.centralbooks.com/
publishers/ROUTIN/compostion-composition-of-compost.
html

Red File
Red Trillium Press
Red File is an intervention through the serigraphy of a 
school notebook published by the Cuban government on 
the political culture in Cuba. Anyelmaidelin Calzadilla 
has answered all the questions in this notebook using the 
repetition of digital codes in red as a horizontal and vertical 
pattern. Allegorical symbols to the Socialist doctrine 
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have also been constructed with these digital codes. In 
one of the three versions of the Red File the codes cover 
almost the entire notebook, increasing in size creating an 
undecipherable text.

At the time this work was created (September 2018) new 
decrees for the Cuban Constitution were in discussion 
throughout Cuba, one of them prohibits artists from using 
national symbols and the image of political figures in their 
works. http://redtrilliumpress.com

New from Back Bone Books:

Small Comfort
Claudia de la Torre
A chain of images. A mental sculpture. A question and a 
possible answer. While the images in the book follow a 
formal logic, the cover which describes each of the images 

contained allows the imagination to give form to words.
It is a book without a cover, suggesting that this process 
could go on forever.

Softcover, open back binding with a digital printed glassine 
cover. 10.5 x 14.8 cm. black and white digital print, 236 
pages, edition of 100 signed copies, re-print 2018. 35 €.
http://backbonebooks.net/publications/small-comfort/

Unfortunately
Omri Livne
Unfortunately is a collection of 45 rejection letters sent 
between 2008 – 2018 to the artist Omri Livne. Exposing 
himself to the never ending struggle of finding a balance 
between art making and having a pay job. By editing the 
structure of the sentences, but not the content – he makes 
evident the use of language and words rejection letters make 
use of. Ordered in three categories: art, job, and studies, plus 
one acceptance letter- signed and officially stamped sent by 
backbonebooks accepting his manuscript for publication.

21 x 29.7 cm, 47 pages, digital print on color paper, clip 
binding. Stamped and numbered. Edition of 100, 2018. 25 €
http://backbonebooks.net/publications/unfortunately/

BA is not the same as B + A
Tim Bohlender, Claudia de la Torre, Uta Pütz
The compositions are created by overlapping three different 
layers – each layer being part of an artwork, sketch or 
visual selection by each of the artists. “Since that which is 
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compounded out of something that the whole is one, not 
like a heap but like a syllable – now the syllable is not its 
elements, ba is not the same as b and a, nor flesh is flesh fire 
and earth.” (Aristoteles)

A3 Pigment Prints on paper, edition of 3 + 3 AP, 2018. 250 €
http://backbonebooks.net/publications/ba-is-not-the-same-
as-b-a/

For all new titles available to order online, visit: 
http://backbonebooks.net/publications/

REPORTS & REVIEWS

‘You should start where you are’ - a report on the Printing 
Matter residency
Katherine Leedale
Over a year ago, I started by writing an application for 
the Printing Matter residency run by Skaftfell Center for 
Visual Art and the Technical Museum of East Iceland. I’m 
a photographer with a degree in English Literature and am 
finding it increasingly difficult to disentangle words and 
images in my personal practice. I’ve always loved books as 
physical objects and as repositories for information and 
ideas and this residency - with its focus on book-making 
and the opportunity offered to use the vintage presses at the 
Museum - seemed to encapsulate all the things I wanted to 
explore in one. 

Over three weeks in the remote, mountain-sheltered town 
of Seyðisfjörður, I joined six other artists from around the 
world and from a variety of disciplines. We were supported 
by staff from both institutions and the residency work was 
facilitated by Danish graphic designer and artist Åse Eg 
Jørgensen. 

At first I will admit I flailed, too much novelty and too many 
ideas, possibilities, uncertainties flowing around me to allow 
me to even begin.. Luckily for me, the novel I was reading 
came to the rescue - Ruth Ozeki’s A Tale for the Time 
Being, where one character advises another to start where 
she is, to tell her story from the start. The key word in the 
Japanese sentence (the endnotes informed me), ‘genzaichi’, 
is also used on maps to signify ‘you are here’. For someone 

interested in maps and locating the self, this stood out like 
a beacon. 

So. Where was I? I looked around me on a walk to the 
point of the fjörd, and I looked at the two near-identical 
photographs of the landscape I’d just taken on my phone. 
I realised I had inadvertently created a twenty-first century 
stereoscope of sorts, albeit one that wouldn’t quite work.. 
Recognising that the twin images played a sort of ‘spot the 
difference’ game that required you to engage more closely 
with them, and that they hopefully commented on our near 
compulsive need to understand a landscape by capturing 
it (and on our failure to replicate the experience of being 
in it), I created more ‘stereoscopes’ over the next fortnight. 
Snapped on my phone camera, heavily filtered, and arrayed 
in pairs, I would later laserprint and bind them into a 
small pamphlet. 
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From here, it was not a far journey to add another element 
to my book of images, something else that would allow 
me to explore the printing processes we were learning 
- lithography, intaglio, and letterpress, only the latter of 
which I’d previously tried. One of the many books and 
magazines we could handle and read was a guide to London 
with a pop-out map in the back. I decided to create an 
unreadable map to go with my unviewable stereoscopes. 
It was becoming clearer to me that the book was emerging 
as a discrete record of a wider interrogation about HOW 
we remember, or CAN we? The remembering became 
embedded in the making, in the materials of the book itself.

Much painstaking, or maybe just painful, measuring 
and testing ensued, a steady step by step elimination of 
possibilities that I don’t often take the time to do, and 
one that was the most rich gift of the residency - the time 
and space to methodically trial ideas without the many 
competing demands on our days that we usually have. 
I traced ‘contours’ for the map from the wrapping of a large 
block of paper sheets, before monoprinting several copies 
using that tracery. On the front, a letterpressed ‘scale’, 
that takes you only from point ‘a’ to point ‘b’, assigning no 
further value (time? travel? ambition?). A set of coordinates, 
unlabelled, give you a clue to location but no confirmation, 
and the sprinkling of red stickers across the letterpressing 
do in fact mark the locations of various galleries and 
residencies in the town, if only you had any further 

references to them. These red dots were arrived at after 
several hours of trialling stamping, rolling, printing, with 
various water and oil based inks, and many, many curses at 
the smudging of these. The tissue-thin overlay paper was 
measured and folded using the Turkish map fold method 
(and if anyone needs to do this themselves, you’re very 
welcome to my hard-won knowledge that your initial marks 
need to be 1.6” from either end of an A4 sheet…)

Map and pamphlet were sewn or glued into their own 
endpapers before being encased in another - it felt 
important that they were separate but together - and 
inserted into a cardboard cover with the title letterpressed 
into it. A final slash of red to go over the spine, slivered off 
a sheet of beautiful Japanese paper I found in the local print 
shop (A4 in Egilsstaðir, if you’re in the area!)

As a beginner in the art of book-making, I took away so 
much from my time in Iceland. I loved having to rise to the 
challenge of simplifying, using what was available - letting 
go of the worry about finding the perfect shade of red 
cardboard, because there was only one shade. I learned to 
bend to the direction of the materials I was using - from 
embracing the strange lines produced on the office laserjet 
to throwing out half of my letterpress frame to simply 
accepting that the lithography process was not that relevant 
to my work. Finally I learned that there is much value in 
paying attention to the solutions that arise as you begin to 
wake up in the morning; something about sleeping on an 
idea allows for some potent percolation.

Massive thanks are due to all at Skaftfell and at the 
Technical Museum, as well as to my fellow residency artists 
for being so generous with their time, expertise, advice, and 
good humour.  http://skaftfell.is  |  http://www.tekmus.is

The final outcome of my residency at Skaftfell Center for 
Visual Art, East Iceland, September 2018 can also be viewed 
at: https://youtu.be/CDCyHteLq8E

Process shots and GIF of finished items can be seen at: 
https://www.instagram.com/kleedale/
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Katherine Leedale is a photographer, artist and workshop 
facilitator based in London. View her portfolio and contact 
at http://www.katherineleedale.com

A Garden of Earthly Delights
Mark Hoppmann
A Garden of Earthly Delights, a book arts exhibition of 
Mark Hoppmann’s latest work partially funded by a Tacoma 
Artists Initiative Project grant, created an opportunity 
for book arts lovers and artists to share in a celebration of 
the Pacific Northwest. Running from August – October 
at Collins Library, the University of Puget Sound,  the 
exhibition included 9 new books by the artist, previously 
exhibited work, 20 sketchbooks, and a collection of vintage 
Ink wells, typewriters, and tools, all used in the creation 
of the work in the exhibition. Also scattered throughout 
the display were the artist’s collection of driftwood, beach 
glass, fossils, agates, and seashells found on the Washington 
coast, reminding the viewer, we do indeed live in a garden 
of earthly delights. Inspired by the work of Hieronymus 
Bosch, one of the works in the exhibition with the same 
title, explored the concept;  How might have Hieronymus 
Bosch’s work changed had he lived in the present day Pacific 
Northwest as opposed to 15 - 16th century Holland?

Other works included Tacoma Codex I and Tacoma Codex 
II, The Imaginarium, Northwest Alliterations, Gargoyles, 
What Lies Beneath, and Rhythms of the Northwest. Tacoma 
Codex I and Tacoma Codex II both explore two familiar 
poems; Tacoma Codex I, The Walrus and the Carpenter by 
Lewis Carroll, and Tacoma Codex II, The Rime of the Ancient 
Mariner by Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Transcribed in a new 
alphabet inspired by the decaying wharves and docks of 
Tacoma’s  seafaring past, both contain Coptic bound India 
ink drawings which created the forms for the new alphabet.    
The Imaginarium is a do-si-do book bound through the 
spine. Consisting of two stories rendered entirely in graphite 
and colored pencil on 250 gsm Stonehenge paper, the 
book teases the viewer with circular openings showing a 
tantalizing view of both the next and preceding pages of a 
Creation Cycle and an illustrative version of the Garden of 
Earthly Delights. Northwest Alliterations is an abecedarian 
meander book created on unryu paper with brass stencils 
and a 1952 Underwood Rhythm Touch typewriter;  
Northwest Rhythms, an accordion book of India ink on linen 
canvas mounted to book board, depicting the decaying 
pilings as a piano keyboard.  Rounding out the exhibition 
are two new sketchbooks.  

The first, Gargoyles (above), consists of a menagerie of 
driftwood forms rendered in India ink on handmade paper 
made by the artist.  

The second sketchbook What Lies Beneath, is a study in 
three chapters of the objects many of us walk over every day 
without noticing. Sidewalk cracks, tree roots, and stones and 
pebbles are explored in India ink, graphite, Contè crayon, 
and coloured pencil.



Mark Hoppmann graduated from Drake University with a 
BFA in graphic Design and Commercial Art in addition to 
studying art for one year in Florence, Italy. 
After working for twenty years in the graphic arts industry 
as an offset pressman, pre-press and bindery operator, he 
resumed his art career and has been an artist in Tacoma 
Washington, working primarily as a book artist, illustrator, 
and watercolour painter for the last twenty years. He says, 
“I have always been curious. That curiosity has resulted 
in an eclectic accumulation of bric-a-brac, memories, 
experiences, and books, all which in turn, inspire my art.   
With apologies to Rudyard Kipling, my intent is to design 
illustrated books for those, “with ‘satiable curtiosity.”  Simple 
and sometimes unadorned, but thoughtfully creative book 
designs hide a treasury of illustrations within”.

To see more of the artist’s work, visit his website at:
http://markhoppmannart.com

STOP PRESS! 

Book Works Annual Raffle ticket (Special Edition) 2018
No Image Available by Fiona Banner     
After a successful launch last year, Book Works is excited 
to announce our second annual raffle, No Image Available, 
named after the raffle ticket artwork specially designed by 
Fiona Banner. Each ticket edition is signed and numbered 
by the artist in a limited edition of 350, and will act as a 
raffle ticket for the fundraiser event. 

The Book Works Raffle is a continuation of our efforts 
to raise money for our artists’ new work, events, and 
workshops. In addition to the limited edition ticket print, 
each ticket offers the chance to win one or more of six 
kindly donated artworks and is an invitation to our 
‘No Image Available Winter Party’ at Toynbee Studios on 
Tuesday 20th November 2018.

Prizes
1. No Image Available, Fiona Banner (2018). Digital print, 
560mm x 430mm. Edition of 3. Signed by the artist.

2. Pieces of Important Humans & Animals, Marcus Coates 
(2018). Pencil and ink drawing, 420mm x 594 mm

Unique drawing. Signed by the artist. Courtesy of the artist 
and Kate MacGarry.

3. Freedom and Change, Lubaina Himid (2017). Digital 
print, 375mm x 530mm. Edition of 3 artist’s proofs from 
the book Freedom Kangas, published by Book Works in an 
edition of 30. Signed and dated by the artist AP 2/3

4. Still No News, Sofia Niazi (2018). Risograph print, 295mm 
x 420mm. Edition of 10. Signed by the artist.

5. The mushroom bum found down the tunnel, Laure 
Prouvost (2015). Digital print, with acrylic paint, and 
handwriting with Black Biro pen, 340 x 290 mm. Edition of 
20, plus 10 artist’s proofs. Signed by the artist, AP 5/10

6. La Guerre, Stephen Sutcliffe (2012). Screen print, 594mm 
x 420mm. Edition of 20, plus 3 artist’s proofs. Signed by the 
artist, AP 3/3

There is no limit on the number of tickets you can buy, 
and each ticket will give you and one guest admission to 
our ‘No Image Available Winter Party’, at Toynbee Studios 
on Tuesday 20th November. Tickets can be purchased at: 
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1946

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS: The CODEX Papers: a new 
annual review from the CODEX Foundation
A call for submissions for CODEX Papers No. 2 (the first 
issue will appear early 2019). The CODEX Foundation is 
pleased to announce a new and forthcoming publication, 
The CODEX Papers, an international review of 
contemporary book arts.
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Our editorial brief is to publish papers that promote a clear 
understanding of the enormously complex and historically 
rich field of the book arts, including:
 
· Scholarly, bibliographical, and historical perspectives
· Research, reports, and critical articles on contemporary 
book arts
· On the future development of the codex
· Photo essays documenting studios, ateliers, and libraries
· Interviews and profiles
· Book and exhibition reviews and publishing perspectives
· Collecting contemporary book arts
· Letters to the editors, opinion, and travel
· Dispatches from the global perspective
o   Codex Antipodes
o   Codex Mexico
o   Codex Nordica
 
The CODEX Foundation’s mission is to preserve and 
promote the arts of the book and, in the broadest possible 
context, to bring to public recognition the high artisanship 
and the rich history of printing and publishing as an 
instrument of civilization.
 
The Foundation’s focus is to create an exciting and lively 
marketplace for contemporary book arts. To that end we 
established the biennial CODEX International Book Fair 
and Symposium as a global resource for artists, collectors, 
curators, librarians, printers, students, and scholars. In 
support of our mission and to record the lectures presented 
at the first CODEX International Symposium in 2007, 
we published Book Art Object 1 followed in 2012 by 
Book Art Object 2. Both volumes were received to great 
acclaim, broadcasting word of the CODEX Book Fair 
and Symposium far and wide. These substantial reference 
volumes (972 combined combined pages) are complimented 
by CODE(X)+1 a series of small monographs (this Summer 
we published No. 14) dedicated to single critical themes and 
the artist’s voice. We are now pleased to add The CODEX 
Papers to our distinguished list of publications.
 
Please submit proposals including title and subject to 
gwcloud@codexfoundation.org by 15th December 2018 
for issue number 2. Copy deadline is 1st February 2019.

CODEX Foundation
2203 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710, USA
http://codexfoundation.org
 

Artist’s book prize of the Herzog August Library 2019
The collection of artists’ books held by the Herzog August 
Bibliothek was founded in the 1950s with contemporary 
works of art by well-known French painters, known as 
“livres de peintre”. Artists have approached the medium of 
the Artist book in both traditional as well as experimental 
ways and these developments can be traced in the library‘s 
internationally renowned collection. 

The Herzog August Bibliothek and the Curt Mast 
Jägermeister Stiftung are now announcing an annual prize 
to be awarded to a book artist. The prize is also a tribute 
to Dr. Sabine Solf and her support of the library and the 

work of its foundations. During her employment at library 
she contributed tothe establishment of the collection and 
maintained important contacts with artists and galleries. 

The successful candidate will receive 6,000 € for the 
production of an artist‘s book inspired by the historic 
holdings of the Herzog August Bibliothek or themes 
inspired by them. The award holder will have the 
opportunity to work at the Herzog August Bibliothek for 
up to 1 month and be a part of the international group of 
scholars working there. Accommodation will be arranged 
by the library and the stay in Wolfenbüttel may be split into 
shorter visits. Deadline for applications - 31st December 
2018. For full details see:
http://www.hab.de/files/18_10_k_stlerbuchpreis_eng.pdf

Residential Scholar Awards at The Yale Center for British 
Art, USA:

The Yale Center for British Art offers three types of short-
term residential awards to scholars undertaking research 
related to British art. While in residence, scholars have 
access to the Center’s rich holdings of paintings, sculptures, 
drawings, prints, rare books, and manuscripts, as well as 
primary and secondary reference materials. Scholars are 
also able to take advantage of the extensive collections 
at other Yale museums and libraries. They are given a 
dedicated working space in the Center’s Reference Library 
and encouraged to participate in events and programmes, 
as well as to engage with the scholarly community of the 
university.

Visiting Scholar Awards
These awards provide academic, museum, and independent 
scholars, as well as doctoral students, working in any field 
related to British visual and material culture an opportunity 
to study the Center’s collection. The deadline for the 
2019/2020 application cycle is 7th January 2019
https://britishart.yale.edu/research/residential-scholar-
awards

Curatorial Scholar Awards
These awards are intended for curators who are based in 
museums in the UK and engaged in significant curatorial 
work in any field of British art. Applications from curators at 
municipal and regional museums are especially encouraged. 
The deadline for the 2019/2020 application cycle is 
14th January 2019. https://britishart.yale.edu/research/
residential-scholar-awards

AHRC International Placement Scheme (IPS) Scholar 
Awards
These awards are open to early career researchers, research 
assistants, and doctoral students. Proposed research must 
be in a discipline, which may include history, history of art, 
literature, or other field, that relates to British art. These 
awards are funded by the UK Arts and Humanities Research 
Council, and applications must be made through the AHRC. 
The call for applications will be announced by the AHRC 
in the fall of 2018. Applicants should visit the AHRC IPS 
website: https://ahrc.ukri.org/funding/apply-for-funding/
archived-opportunities/internationalplacementscheme/
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Artist’s Book Launch - 53 Lines by Julie Russell-Steuart 
Published by Caveworks Press 
James and Meryl Hearst Center for the Arts, Cedar Falls, 
Iowa 13th November 2018
Caveworks Press has produced an artist’s book for 
Maintenance Ends Press, a Midwest-centric publishing 
imprint dedicated to bringing fresh, off-centre voices into 
print. Join Julie Russell-Steuart and publisher Todd Kimm 
on 13th November at 7pm at the James and Meryl Hearst 
Center for the Arts in Cedar Falls, Iowa for a book release 
party. Julie will show images of the process of making the 
book and talk a bit about it. Both 53 Lines and Voices after 
Evelyn will be available.

This limited edition artist’s book of 75, entitled 53 Lines, 
comes out in advance of the novel Voices after Evelyn by 
Rick Harsch (Fall 2018, Maintenance Ends Press) and 
excerpts a portion of the text from the first appearance in 
the novel of the Chorus voice. The novel seeks not so much 
to dig up a cold case–the 1953 disappearance of La Crosse, 
Wis, babysitter Evelyn Hartley–as re-open its heart.

Caveworks Press’ collaboration with Maintenance Ends 
Press is an unusual partnership that’s wholly due to 
publisher Todd Kimm’s vision and indirectly, Ice Cube 
Press, of which Maintenance Ends Press is an offshoot. 
Kimm describes the impetus, “The mission of this Iowa-
based press is to bring together the talents and visions of 
all types of Midwest artists, from visual artists to musicians 
to photographers and, of course, writers. Julie is a great 
example of an artist coming up with brilliant things 
out there in rural Iowa, a place so often overlooked or 
discounted.”

In 53 Lines, the viewer is invited to explore the mystery of 
Evelyn’s disappearance through the book’s unique structure, 
called a tetra tetra flexagon. As the viewer moves though 
the unfoldings, recombinations and separations of images 
occur. 
 
James and Meryl Hearst Center for the Arts, 304 W Seerley 
Blvd, Cedar Falls, IA 50613, USA. More information and 
order link at: 
http://www.caveworkspress.com/53-lines-an-artists-book-
commission/

From Sumi Perera: Subliminal Spaces VI - an artist’s 
book installation of flip carts, maps and sculptures at the 
Craft+Conflict touring pop-up exhibition curated by 
Dr Karen Babayan:

3rd - 11th November (weekends only) Bowlees Visitor 
Centre, Newbiggin, Barnard Castle, Co. Durham DL12 0XE. 
10.30am to 4pm. Tel: 01833 622145.

13th - 21st November, The Witham Barnard Castle, Co. 
Durham DL12 8LY. 10am-4pm Tuesday-Saturday. Tel: 
01833 631107.

23rd - 25th November, St. Thomas’ Church Hall, Stanhope, 
Co. Durham DL13 2UE. 10am - 4pm.
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In the year of the 100th anniversary of the end of World War 
One, Highlights Contemporary Craft tour addresses the 
pertinent theme of conflict, which affects our communities 
locally, nationally and internationally. 

My installation is about a personal tale of nomadic existence 
of living in shared accommodation in the 80s in the UK, 
during a civil war in my native country Sri Lanka. I will be 
teaching a workshop on the 8thNovember at Darlington. 

More info:
http://www.highlightsnorth.co.uk/2018---craftconflict.aspx
https://twitter.com/PereraSumi 
https://www.instagram.com/sumi_perera/  

The GUILD OF BOOK WORKERS JOURNAL invites 
submissions of papers, articles, essays and proposals for 
photo galleries for our forthcoming issue. Both members 
and non-members are welcome to submit. 

DEADLINE: 15th December 2018

SEND QUERIES AND SUBMISSIONS TO: 
journal@guildofbookworkers.org. 

We welcome lavishly illustrated submissions addressing 
any of the fields represented by the Guild’s membership, 
including but not limited to:

BOOKBINDING (how-to articles; discussions of structures 
and finishing techniques, both old and new)

PAPERMAKING/DECORATING (hand papermaking, 
marbling, paste paper)

ARTISTS’ BOOKS (innovative structures, examinations of 
an artist’s body of work)

HISTORY (little-known events, figures, or movements; new 
findings about a period or particular development in the 
history of the book and book arts)

CONSERVATION (treatment techniques, what does or does 
not work, and how this information can be broadly applied 
to the book arts)

ALLIED TECHNIQUES (calligraphy, printing, toolmaking) 
PROFILES (interviews with book artists, practitioners, 
conservators, collectors)

GALLERIES (presenting selections from a collection or 
exhibition, accompanied by a profile of the collection or 
exhibit)

All submissions are subject to review and revisions may 
be requested before an article is accepted for publication. 
For more information about the review and editorial 
process, see “Creating the GBW Journal,” pp. 8-9  in the 
GBW Newsletter at https://guildofbookworkers.org/sites/
guildofbookworkers.org/files/newsletter/gbw232.pdf

Complete submission guidelines are available at:

https://guildofbookworkers.org/sites/guildofbookworkers.
org/files/journal/journal_guidelines.pdf

To see sample back issues, visit our website at:
https://guildofbookworkers.org/journal

Debauched, lazy & angry procrastinations - 
25 years of ARTIC magazine - looking back to the future 
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Bremen, Germany
2nd November 2018 – 24th February 2019
Is ARTIC a magazine? Is ARTIC art? Is ARTIC a concept? 
ARTIC has driven booksellers, printers, designers, artists, 
authors and themselves to the brink of desperation. 

But maybe it makes sense to do something that is not 
possible because it turns the economy upside down. 
And on the edge of possibilities the scope of realities 
becomes visible. The ARTIC project will present its latest 
issue on the topic of “own” in this cabinet exhibition and 
provides an insight into the 25-year-old production history.

Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
http://www.weserburg.de

An invitation from Field Study International: Decorated 
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Workshops news from Monika Langwe:

Decorated papers and bindings in Rome
In September 2019 my workshop will be held Rome
For five whole days our main focus will be on decorated 
papers, bookbinding, leather bags and restaurants. In the 
mornings we are having the workshop and in the afternoon 
interesting visits in various places such as a library with a 
very precious collection of old decorated papers. 
More information: monica@langwe.se
Limited number of participants.

Spring Workshops for 2019:
“Papper och stygn” ABC-house in Brussels, Belgium, 16-17 
February 2019
“Bookdesign” University of Arts, Crafts and Design, Sweden 
4-8 March 2019
“Creative bookbinding” Munka folkögskola, Sweden 8-12 
July 2019
“Papyrus out of plants” Langwe Studio, Sweden 19-21 July 
2019
“Limp bindings from the Vatican Library” Langwe Studio, 
Sweden 2-4 August 2019

More information on my website: http://www.langwe.se

Emma Bolland - UPCOMING READINGS

10th November 3–3.30 pm Small Publishers Fair, Conway 
Hall, 25 Red Lion Square, London WC1R 4RL. 
Helen Clarke and I will be discussing and performing our 
new Gordian pamphlet Sh! Flight!, an art writing / zaum 
poem collaborative score, and Imogen Reid will be reading 
from her new Gordian pamphlet publication Losing Track.

13th November 11–12.30 am Experimental Audio 
Description at Leeds City Art Gallery, The Headrow, LS1 
3AA. Emma Bolland, Matthew Bellwood, Vickie Orton, 
Peadar O’Dea, and Terry Simpson. Live performances of 
experimental audio descriptions to works in Leeds City Art 
Gallery’s permanent collection. Commissioned and curated 
by Gill Crawshaw. 

12th December 7.30 pm No Matter at The Castle Hotel, 
66 Oldham St, Manchester M4 1LE. Readings and 
performances from Emma Bolland, Nia Davies, and 
Rebecca Tamás. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Sh! Flight!, with Helen Clarke, Sheffield: Gordian Projects, 
2018. Sh! Flight! is an art writing / zaum poem collaborative 
score, written for and performed at the recent Writing 
Photographs event at Tate Modern in October. Sh! Flight! 
will be launched at Small Publishers, Saturday 10th 
November (see above).  

http://emmabolland.com 
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton 
Library. Please check opening hours before travelling 
during vacation periods and bank holidays. 
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx  Tel: 0117 3284750 
(library issue desk) or email: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

NEXT DEADLINE: 17TH NOVEMBER FOR THE 
DECEMBER 2018 – JANUARY 2019 NEWSLETTER 

If you have news, please email items for the BAN to: 
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk  Please supply any images as 
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.

www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk  |  Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman


